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Editor's Note

By Herb Woerpel

A Single Word May
Change Your Entire

Life
A life without goals is like a race with no �nish line; you're just running in

place on the road to nowhere.

SCROLL

Is your New Year’s resolution still intact? Don’t worry… Mine isn’t either.

What about the word you assigned to 2022? Are you following through on its purpose? Huh? You didn’t assign a word

to the year? Well, if you haven’t done so, you should.

Assigning a single word to an entire year may seem like a trivial thought, but countless people swear by its

effectiveness. To the believers, a “Word of the Year” provides clarity and focus — a signi�cant target to help balance

every decision you make.

But, with all the words available, what word should you select? Is there a wrong choice? Great questions. When sifting

through the options, consider the following three questions: What do I need (not want, but need?). What is in my way?

What has to go? The answers of these questions will provide you with a sense of direction to ensure your word

perfectly �ts what matters most.

Perhaps you’d like to grow your personal and professional network. To do this, you must force yourself to overcome

your introverted social tendencies. Maybe it’s time to swap out a night on the couch reading a novel with a monthly

book club meeting. In this case, perhaps your word of the year is “Connect.”

Engineers’ Explanations 
In this issue, we offer up our annual CEO Roundtable Q&A. This discussion focuses on numerous topics, including the

positives and negatives of the COVID-19 pandemic, predictions as to what the future of engineering may hold, and

much more.  

Additionally, we asked engineers to select their words of the year.  

For Darin Anderson, chairman and CEO of Salas O’ Brien, that word is "Opportunity." 

“As a company, we have the opportunity to continue our steady growth and to share the bene�ts of that growth with

our team through our employee ownership model,” he said.  

On the heels of the COVID-19 marathon, Keith Esarey, president of McClure Engineering, chose Exhaustion. 

“If I had to pick a single word to describe the climate right now, it would be exhaustion,” he said. “We are moving into our

third year of the pandemic, and it is still impacting us, our clients, and our employees on a daily basis. The stress on the

workers, not only due to changes and impact to our projects but also their personal lives, is apparent. They're doing

everything they can, but you can just see it grind them down.”

Rick Hombsch, engineering market sector leader, HGA, selected a more proactive word: Execute. 

“You are only as good as your last project,” he said. “This speaks to everything above: recruiting and retaining talent,

taking care of your team, collaborating with other �rms, continuing to grow the business, etc. Your workforce is you.”

Check out that article to see what words other engineering leaders chose and why.

What’s Your Word?
A cardholding member of the practice-what-you-preach club, my word for 2022 is Grow. I’m aiming to grow as a father,

setting strong examples for my 8- and 10-year-old boys as they continue their journeys into adolescence. I’m striving to

grow my faith and strengthen my connection to my lovely wife of 13 years. I’m hoping to grow my physical abilities

through consistency at the gym. I’m thriving to grow my knowledge of the built environment by learning more about the

engineering industry that’s given me so much these last three years. I’m yearning to grow my community through

connections made at conferences and via social media, because success is oftentimes de�ned as much on who you know

as it is on what you know.   

On this journey, I’m sure to stumble. When that occurs, I’ll have this column (and you!) to help guide me back in the

proper direction.  

So, have you chosen a word for this year? If so, what is it, and why exactly did you choose this word? How does this

choice further propel your �rm and/or career? Send me an email and share your answers. Let’s hold each other

accountable.  

If you haven't, why not? Don’t knock it until you’ve tried it, right? A life without goals is like a race with no �nish line;

you're just running in place on the road to nowhere. Figure out where you’re headed, and put the pedal to the metal. 

Herb Woerpel
Herb Woerpel is editor-in-chief of Engineered Systems. Contact him at
woerpelh@bnpmedia.com.
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Industry News

SmithGroup Elevates Mark Adams
to Lead Workplace Practice

SCROLL

PHOENIX — SmithGroup promoted Mark Adams to lead the strategy and operations for its �rmwide workplace

practice. Adams succeeds Lise Newman, who will be retiring from practice in the spring of 2022.

In his new role, Adams leads the �rm’s practice devoted to the design of corporate and commercial facilities, including

corporate headquarters and campuses, of�ce interiors, commercial of�ce buildings, public and civic development,

hospitality, and mixed-use and multifamily residential buildings for both public and private sector clients. Adams will

focus on expanding the practice’s portfolio of major headquarters, mixed-use/urban development, and workplace-

centered strategy and design projects. Adams was elevated from workplace studio leader at the �rm’s Phoenix of�ce.

Adams joined SmithGroup in 2008 and brings 33 years of experience to this position. He has been instrumental in the

growth of the �rm’s portfolio of notable clients, leading large-scale projects throughout the southwest and across the

nation. As a recognized thought leader and author, Adams has been called upon to share his expertise as a presenter at

conferences for CoreNet, the Society of Industrial and Of�ce Realtors, NeoCon, and Tradeline.

NV5 Acquires
Optimal Energy Inc.

HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — NV5 Global Inc. acquired Optimal Energy Inc., an energy ef�ciency �rm providing a full range of

consulting services to government agencies, utilities, regulatory bodies, and state energy advisory councils. Optimal

specializes in advising state energy ef�ciency advisory councils on program planning, cost-bene�t analysis, and strategic

guidance. The company also assists utilities with integrating statewide and local energy ef�ciency mandates into their

business models. The acquisition will be made with a combination of cash and stock and will be immediately accretive to

NV5’s earnings.

“NV5’s energy ef�ciency and clean energy business has driven strong organic growth, and Optimal is the fourth

acquisition we have made in the sector,” said Dickerson Wright, P.E., chairman and CEO of NV5. “As energy ef�ciency

continues to grow in importance in the government and utility markets, Optimal provides us with another specialized,

high barrier to entry capability to differentiate NV5 and deliver value to our clients.”

With of�ces in Vermont and Rhode Island, Optimal has worked in nearly 40 U.S. states and seven Canadian provinces.

Optimal was founded in 1996 and is a consultant for nine of the top 10 states with utility and public purpose ef�ciency

programs.

Jennifer Brunton, Ozlen Ozkurt
Join WSP USA's Northeast
Water Leadership Team

NEW YORK — Jennifer Brunton and Ozlen Ozkurt have assumed key leadership positions in the water business line at

WSP USA.

Brunton takes over as New York district water business line leader, developing and implementing the �rm’s water

business strategy. She will draw on the �rm’s multidiscipline expertise in water, wastewater, and surface water to help

clients solve complex urban infrastructure and environment challenges to enhance our natural and built environment.

Ozkurt joins the �rm as the Northeast region water resources technical leader. She is responsible for spearheading the

company’s regional water market growth strategy, providing consistency in technical standards and project execution

and serving as account manager for strategic regional clients.

Brunton, an 18-year veteran of WSP with 24 years of experience, has been a trailblazer in solving water resource-

related challenges. Based in New Jersey, she has contributed to the resiliency planning and protection of dozens of

miles of shoreline and the restoration of more than 1,000 acres of natural habitat.

She is a graduate of Indiana University, Bloomington, with a bachelor’s degree in environmental affairs, and the

University of California, Berkeley, with a master’s degree in civil and environmental engineering. Brunton was also the

recipient of the 2021 WSP Leadership Award. She is a registered engineer, a certi�ed ecosystem restoration

practitioner, and a certi�ed �oodplain manager.

Based in New York, Ozkurt comes to WSP with more than 20 years of experience in roles of increasing responsibility

leading water resource teams across multiple geographic markets. For the past seven years, she served as water

department manager for a nationwide planning, engineering, and construction �rm, providing strategic direction and

overseeing multimillion dollar projects.

Ozkurt is a graduate of Istanbul Technical University in Turkey with bachelor and master’s degrees in civil engineering,

and a graduate of City University of New York with a doctorate in civil engineering with a specialization in water

resources. She is a registered professional engineer, certi�ed Envision sustainability professional, and registered

certi�ed �ood manager.

TKDA Names Jeannine Clancy
Program Director of Strategic
and Community Partnerships

SAINT PAUL, Minn. — TKDA announced Jeannine Clancy has joined the �rm’s leadership team as program director of

strategic and community partnerships.

Clancy will build on the �rm’s reputation of improving communities by enhancing efforts in infrastructure planning and

programming, public engagement, stakeholder communication, and staff development.

As a longtime member of the public works community, Clancy has managed municipal capital projects associated with

utilities, streets, and buildings for the cities of New Hope and Golden Valley in Minnesota, and Scottsdale, Arizona.

More recently, she served as assistant general manager of wastewater planning and capital project delivery at

Metropolitan Council Environmental Services (MCES).

At MCES, Clancy was a key leader in fostering a culture of customer service with a particular focus on the cities,

townships, and industries served by the organization. She oversaw the planning, design, construction, and

commissioning of the MCES regional wastewater system, which serves 111 communities in the Twin Cities

metropolitan area.

Stambaugh Ness Names Tim
Wagner Director of Client
Learning and Development
Experience

EAST YORK, Pa. — Stambaugh Ness (SN) named Tim Wagner as director of client learning and development

experience. In this new position, Wagner brings 17-plus years of experience in creating educational programs that align

solutions with the needs of project-based �rms within the architecture and engineering (AE) industry.

Integrating leading-edge learning methodologies, Wagner will develop a comprehensive and engaging curriculum that

meets not only current needs but anticipates what AE �rms will need to know in the future to be successful.

Prior to joining SN, Wagner spent several years at Deltek, most recently as director of customer enablement. He was

primarily responsible for partner learning content with the Deltek Training Network, the creation and oversight of

virtual and live training workshops for clients in the AE and government contracting industries, and oversight of Deltek

Learning Zone operations and sales. Earlier in his career, Wagner served as a controller and director of �nance within

the AE industry. This front-line industry experience and understanding of the inner workings of an AE �rm gives

Wagner a unique perspective that will be of bene�t to SN's clients.

Munters Acquires EDPAC

KISTA, Sweden — Munters has acquired EDPAC, an Ireland-based manufacturer of data center cooling equipment and

air-handling systems. The acquisition is part of Munters’ strategy to grow in the prioritized data center segment.

Munters is a provider of energy-ef�cient data center cooling solutions in North America and strengthens its presence in

Europe through the acquisition.

EDPAC reported net sales of MEUR 17 and an adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization

(EBITDA) of MEUR 1.7 in the �nancial year ending April 2021. The company is headquartered in Carrigaline, Ireland,

with two manufacturing facilities in the country and has about 150 full-time employees. EDPAC has a strong customer

base with sales primarily in Europe with additional sales in the Middle East, South America, and Asia.

The European data center market represents a sizeable, growing, and attractive market opportunity for Munters. Today,

Munters has a winning value proposition in the North American data center market and, with the acquisition, Munters

will transfer proven technologies and engineering capabilities to Ireland.

“The European data center market is a prioritized segment for Munters, and this acquisition is a signi�cant step in our

growth strategy,” said Klas Forsström, president and CEO, Munters. “Our competences and experiences from the North

American market will provide EDPAC with opportunities for further pro�table growth. We foresee synergies by

expanding our data center offering to Europe and by coordinating technology development and establishing uni�ed

processes.”

EDPAC manufactures precision cooling equipment and various air-handling systems and is also a manufacturing

partner for Munters Oasis systems. Sales of Munters products represents approximately 7% of EDPAC’s total

revenues. The acquisition brings complementary products to Munters current data center offering.
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On The Internet

Every successful project starts with a framework. A vision statement. A blueprint. The staff of Engineered Systems is

proud to present The Blueprint — a monthly Q&A interview with HVACR engineering’s leading voices. These one-on-

one discussions examine the trade’s history, current industry trends, the factors shaping the sector’s future, and more.

In the most recent installment, Christian Weeks, CEO, enVerid, discusses the decarbonization movement, introduces us

to the company’s “Clean First” approach, de�nes the effectiveness of sorbent �ltration technologies, and much more.

Engineered Systems: enVerid addresses the dual priorities of indoor air quality and building decarbonization through its

innovations. Let’s start with IAQ, what stands out for you as the most important lesson learned from COVID-19?

Weeks: A key lesson from the COVID-19 pandemic is that just relying on outside air to deliver healthy, safe IAQ is very

energy-intensive. As buildings increased their ventilation rates, their energy usage also went way up, which obviously

doesn’t help with decarbonization goals. The second and related lesson is that layered mitigation strategies that

combine �ltration and outside air ventilation can be as effective at reducing risk, more feasible technically, and more

ef�cient environmentally than just relying on outside air. This insight is important because it provides a pathway to

achieve good IAQ in an ef�cient manner going forward, especially when outside air is not “fresh.”

In the early days of the pandemic, ASHRAE and other guidance focused on maximizing outside air to decrease the risk

of airborne transmission. This initial guidance was very conservative without consideration for cost as well as

operational and seasonal weather impacts. Concerns about surging energy usage were voiced immediately. This

pushback led ASHRAE and others to evaluate the combined effectiveness of �ltration and ventilation as an alternative

to relying only on outside air to reduce airborne transmission. And, as it turns out, combining ventilation and �ltration is

very effective and more energy ef�cient. As Bill Bahn�eth, chair of ASHRAE’s Epidemic Taskforce, said during a

webinar in October of 2020, “The ongoing  assessment of the guidance, including consideration of equivalent outdoor

air approaches, has led ASHRAE to conclude that high-ef�ciency �ltration can be as effective and lower cost than

ventilation and often more feasible technically.”

Based on this insight, in January 2021, ASHRAE announced new COVID-19 guidance based on the concept that

“ventilation, �ltration, and air cleaners can be combined �exibly to achieve exposure reduction goals.” Updated in

October 2021, ASHRAE’s core recommendations advise at least minimum outdoor air�ow rates for ventilation and a

combination of �lters and air cleaners that achieve MERV 13 or better levels of performance for recirculated air.

According to this latest guidance, designers and building operators should select control options that “provide desired

exposure reduction while minimizing associated energy penalties.”

So, the most important lesson from COVID-19 as it relates to IAQ and building decarbonization is that mechanical

�ltration and air cleaners that target speci�c contaminant classes can substitute for higher volumes of outside air to

achieve good indoor air quality energy ef�ciently.

Read the entire interview on Engineered Systems’ website. 

SCROLL

Percussive Maintenance is de�ned as the use of physical concussion, such as a knock or a tap, in an attempt to make a

malfunctioning device (or person) work. In Engineered Systems’ Percussive Maintenance podcast, we’re poised to do

much more than rattle the engineering industry’s exterior; we’re digging deeper into the subjects and topics that matter

most with some of the industry’s most important names.

In the latest episode, Buro Happold’s Julie Janiski and John Swift de�ne why their �rm has embraced all-electric

buildings and what equipment, technologies, and approaches they used to get there.

Click here to listen to the latest episode of the Percussive Maintenance podcast.   

Overcoming Introverted Awkwardness
with Monica Parkin
Monica Parkin, author of “Overcoming Awkward: The Introvert's Guide

to Networking, Marketing, and Sales,” shares actionable strategies to

create connections; build relationships; and establish loyal, repeat

customers who are thrilled to refer you to everyone they know.

See the video on Engineered Systems’ website.

There's More to Explore

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn YouTube

Photo courtesy of Unsplash & Pixabay

Commercial Comfort Products of the Year
Engineered Systems' Commercial Comfort Products of the Year Awards contest (CCP) was established to honor

excellence in HVACR product design. The prestigious awards program showcases the most innovative products across

eight categories: Commercial Controls/BAS/BIM, Cooling Towers/Chillers, Heating/Boilers, IAQ & Ventilation,

Motors/Drives, Pumps/Flow Controls, Rooftop Units, and VRV/VRF.

Consumer features on many products are easily recognized and glamorized, but what about the time, effort, and

expense that goes into creating a product that is actually preferred by those in the �eld? Engineered Systems’ editors are

proud to disseminate these awards on inventive products that are designed with HVAC engineers in mind. The early

bird deadline is April 20, and the �nal deadline is May 11.

Enter your product by clicking here.  
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Back 2 Basics

K-12 Kitchen Ventilation System
Replacement Project Using Integrated

Project Delivery

SCROLL

Project Delivery Method: Integrated project delivery (IPD)

Owner Team: Building owner, owner representative (consultant), and facility manager (in-house staff)

Project Delivery Team: IPD project manager; job superintendent; mechanical-electrical coordinator; and HVAC,

plumbing, electrical, structural, �re protection, and security consultants  

HVAC Project Team: HVAC contractor project manager; automatic temperature controls (ATC) technician

(subcontractor); building automation system (BAS) technician (in-house staff); O&M technician (in-house staff); third-

party commissioning consultant (CxC); and testing, adjusting, and balancing (TAB) technician  

Application: 2019 ASHRAE Handbook, Educational Facilities, Chapter 8; and Kitchen Ventilation, Chapter 34

Systems & Equipment: 2020 ASHRAE Handbook, Air-Handling and Distribution, Chapter 4; and In-Room Terminal

Systems, Chapter 5

Project Type: Infrastructure replacement

References: Refer to the codes and standards located in the back of each ASHRAE Handbook for additional reference

Other References: ASHRAE Indoor-Air Quality Guide: Best Practice for Design, Construction, and Commissioning;

ASHRAE Practical Guide to Seismic Restraints; ASHRAE Standard 55 (Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human

Occupancy); ASHRAE Standard 62.1 (IAQ); and ASHRAE Standard 202 (Commissioning Process for Buildings and

Systems) 

Lead  [dt03mbb]/[E+] via Getty Images

DESIGN INTENT DOCUMENT (DID)
The HVAC system selection and design intent is based on the process outlined in ASHRAE Handbook 2020, Chapter 1,

HVAC System Analysis and Selection, and includes the following:

Owner’s building program and additional goals

System and constructability constraints

Finalized system selection shall be decentralized HVAC systems with terminal units

Automatic controls shall include temperature controls, equipment furnished controls, a BACnet interface, an

internet interface, an existing BAS interface, and the in-house O&M �rm’s existing computerized maintenance

management software (CMMS) system interface

Program & Project Goals:

Budget goals: First cost and operating cost

Timeline goals: an occupancy move-in date of Aug. 15

Management goals: School facilities management and in-house mechanical and electrical services

Available Utilities:

Natural gas, electricity, and the BAS system

Existing Conditions:

Replace existing central air system to serve the kitchen hood exhaust and adjacent toilet exhaust

Reuse the existing hot water heating system

Reuse the existing air-cooled chiller system

Reuse the existing sheet metal: low-velocity and galvanized sheet metal with volume and �re dampers

Reuse the existing end suction primary/secondary pumping with a variable frequency drive (VFD)     

DESIGN CRITERIA DOCUMENT
The HVAC design criteria shall be in sync with the project delivery method and the owner’s project requirements

The design criteria shall be based on ASHRAE 90.1 and state energy code compliance for outdoor air temperature

compliance

Reuse existing utilities and central heating and chilled water systems

The new automatic controls shall be interfaced with the existing BAS

The existing central plants shall provide heating in the winter to maintain 68°F, and, in the air conditioning season,

76° via a single duct, thermostatically controlled, providing ventilation air maintaining a positive cafeteria pressure

of 0.05 inch gage and negative pressure in kitchen of 0.05 inch gage

The existing central air system shall be replaced with a new, 100% outdoor air unit with energy recovery of the

cafeteria exhaust that is not kitchen hood exhaust

A new central air system should include MERV-7 pre�lters and MERV-14 �nal �lters on the supply air side and

MERV-14 �lters on the energy recovery wheel intake side

Existing variable air volume (VAV) and fan-powered air terminals shall be replaced with VAV primary air fan-

powered air terminals, operating to provide positive space pressure in the cafeteria and kitchen

Conceptual/schematic phase general notes: The HVAC design engineer shall provide system �ow diagrams with

these three documents (OPR, DID, & basis of design [BOD]) along with ATC sequences of operation

D E S I G N  E N G I N E E R ’ S  P U N C H L I S T

Project Delivery Method:
Design-Build (D-B)

Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)

Construction Management @ Risk (CM) with Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP)

Design-Bid-Build (D-B-B)

Owner Team:
Building Owner

Owner Representative (consultant)

Project Manager of Capital Projects

Facility Manager (in-house staff)

Project Delivery Team:
D-B Project Manager

IPD Project Manager

CM Project Manager

Job Superintendent

Mechanical-Electrical Coordinator

HVAC, Plumbing, Electrical, Structural, Fire Protection, and Security Consultants

HVAC Project Team:
HVAC Contractor Project Manager

Automatic Temperature Control (ATC) Technician (in-house staff)

O&M Technician (in-house staff)

Third-Party Commissioning Consultant (CxC)

Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing (TAB) Technician

Application 2019 ASHRAE Handbook
Commercial and Public Buildings, Chapter 3

Places of Assembly, Chapter 5

Educational Facilities, Chapter 8

Kitchen Ventilation, Chapter 34

Systems & Equipment 2020 ASHRAE Handbook
Air-Handling and Distribution, Chapter 4

In-Room Terminal Systems, Chapter 5

Radiant Heating and Cooling, Chapter 6

Combined Heat and Power Systems, Chapter 7

Project Type:
New Construction

Addition

Renovation

Infrastructure Replacement

Tenant Fit-Out

References:
2017 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals

2018 ASHRAE Handbook – Refrigeration

Refer to the Codes and Standards Located at the Back of Each ASHRAE Handbook for Additional Reference

Other References:
ASHRAE GreenGuide: Design, Construction, and Operation of Sustainable Buildings

ASHRAE Indoor-Air Quality Guide: Best Practice for Design, Construction, and Commissioning

ASHRAE Design Guide for Dedicated Outdoor Air Systems

ASHRAE Standard 202 (Commissioning Process for Buildings and Systems)

DESIGN INTENT DOCUMENT (DID)
The HVAC System Selection and Design Intent Is Based on the Process Outlined in ASHRAE
Handbook 2020, Chapter 1, HVAC System Analysis and Selection, and includes the Following:

Owner’s Building Program and Additional Goals

Specialized Systems Shall Include Toilet Exhaust and Kitchen Exhaust

Program & Project Goals:
Functional Goals: (Refer to Chapter 1, 2020 Handbook)

Management Goals: Property Management and In-house Mechanical and Electrical Services

Available Utilities:
Propane Gas, Electrical Power, Emergency Power, Low-Pressure Steam, and the BAS system

Existing Conditions:
Central Air Systems: Supply Air and/or Return Air Cubic Feet Per Minute (cfm), General Exhaust, and Toilet

Exhaust

Heating System: Hot Water Heating

Terminal Units: Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) Fan Coil Units

Sheet Metal: Low Velocity and Galvanized Sheet Metal with Volume and Fire Dampers

Pumps:  Existing End Suction Primary/Secondary Pumping with a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)     

DESIGN CRITERIA DOCUMENT
The HVAC Design Criteria Shall Be in Sync with the Project Delivery Method and Owner’s Project Requirements

The Design Criteria Shall Be Based on ASHRAE 90.1 and State Energy Code Compliance for Outdoor Air

Temperature Compliance

Reuse Existing Utilities and Central Heating and Chilled Water Systems

The New Automatic Controls Shall Be Interfaced with the Existing BAS System

The Existing Central Air System Shall Be Replaced with a New 100% Outdoor Air Unit with Energy Recovery of

the Cafeteria Exhaust that is not Kitchen Hood Exhaust

The New Central Air System will Include MERV-7 Pre�lters and a MERV-14 Final Filter on the Supply Air Side and

MERV-14 Filters on the Energy Recovery Wheel Intake Side

Existing Variable Air Volume (VAV) and Fan-Powered Air Terminals Shall Be Replaced with VAV Primary Air, Fan-

Powered Air Terminals Operating to Provide Positive Space Pressure in the Cafeteria and Kitchen

The IPD Project Manager Shall Provide System Flow Diagrams with these Documents (OPR, DID, and BOD) along

with ATC Sequences of Operation

The HVAC Design Engineer Shall Include an Electrical Data Sheet to Coordinate with the Facility Management

Firm

-  A N S W E R S  M A R K E D  I N  B L U E  -

Project Delivery Method:
Design-Build (D-B)

Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)

Construction Management @ Risk (CM) with Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP)

Design-Bid-Build (D-B-B)

Owner Team:
Building Owner

Owner Representative (consultant)

Project Manager of Capital Projects

Facility Manager (in-house staff)

Project Delivery Team:
D-B Project Manager

IPD Project Manager

CM Project Manager

Job Superintendent

Mechanical-Electrical Coordinator

HVAC, Plumbing, Electrical, Structural, Fire Protection, and Security Consultants

HVAC Project Team:
HVAC Contractor Project Manager

Automatic Temperature Control (ATC) Technician (in-house staff)

O&M Technician (in-house staff)

Third-Party Commissioning Consultant (CxC)

Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing (TAB) Technician

Application 2019 ASHRAE Handbook
Commercial and Public Buildings, Chapter 3

Places of Assembly, Chapter 5

Educational Facilities, Chapter 8

Kitchen Ventilation, Chapter 34

Systems & Equipment 2020 ASHRAE Handbook
Air-Handling and Distribution, Chapter 4

In-Room Terminal Systems, Chapter 5

Radiant Heating and Cooling, Chapter 6

Combined Heat and Power Systems, Chapter 7

Project Type:
New Construction

Addition

Renovation

Infrastructure Replacement

Tenant Fit-Out

References:
2017 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals

2018 ASHRAE Handbook – Refrigeration

Refer to the Codes and Standards Located at the Back of Each ASHRAE Handbook for Additional Reference

Other References:
ASHRAE GreenGuide: Design, Construction, and Operation of Sustainable Buildings

ASHRAE Indoor-Air Quality Guide: Best Practice for Design, Construction, and Commissioning

ASHRAE Design Guide for Dedicated Outdoor Air Systems

ASHRAE Standard 202 (Commissioning Process for Buildings and Systems)

DESIGN INTENT DOCUMENT (DID)
The HVAC System Selection and Design Intent Is Based on the Process Outlined in ASHRAE
Handbook 2020, Chapter 1, HVAC System Analysis and Selection, and includes the Following:

Owner’s Building Program and Additional Goals

Specialized Systems Shall Include Toilet Exhaust and Kitchen Exhaust

Program & Project Goals:
Functional Goals: (Refer to Chapter 1, 2020 Handbook)

Management Goals: Property Management and In-house Mechanical and Electrical Services

Available Utilities:
Propane Gas, Electrical Power, Emergency Power, Low-Pressure Steam, and the BAS system

Existing Conditions:
Central Air Systems: Supply Air and/or Return Air Cubic Feet Per Minute (CFM), General Exhaust, and Toilet

Exhaust

Heating System: Hot Water Heating

Terminal Units: Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) Fan Coil Units

Sheet Metal: Low Velocity and Galvanized Sheet Metal with Volume and Fire Dampers

Pumps:  Existing End Suction Primary-Secondary Pumping with a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD)     

DESIGN CRITERIA DOCUMENT
The HVAC Design Criteria Shall Be in Sync with the Project Delivery Method and Owner’s Project Requirements

The Design Criteria Shall Be Based on ASHRAE 90.1 and State Energy Code Compliance for Outdoor Air

Temperature Compliance

Reuse Existing Utilities and Central Heating and Chilled Water Systems

The New Automatic Controls Shall Be Interfaced with the Existing BAS System

The Existing Central Air System Shall Be Replaced with a New 100% Outdoor Air Unit with Energy Recovery of

the Cafeteria Exhaust that is not Kitchen Hood Exhaust

The New Central Air System will Include MERV-7 Pre�lters and a MERV-14 Final Filter on the Supply Air Side and

MERV-14 Filters on the Energy Recovery Wheel Intake Side

Existing Variable Air Volume (VAV) and Fan-Powered Air Terminals Shall Be Replaced with VAV Primary Air, Fan-

Powered Air Terminals Operating to Provide Positive Space Pressure in the Cafeteria and Kitchen

The IPD Project Manager Shall Provide System Flow Diagrams with these Documents (OPR, DID, and BOD) along

with ATC Sequences of Operation

The HVAC Design Engineer Shall Include an Electrical Data Sheet to Coordinate with the Facility Management

Firm

https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/industrial-kitchen-royalty-free-image/165815603
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Case In Point

San Jose Sharks Score with Opteon
Refrigerant 

SCROLL

With factors such as environmental sustainability, equipment reliability, system
performance, and safety top of mind, team administrators quickly converged on Opteon

XP10 (R-513A).

FIGURE 1: California’s SAP Center, home of the San Jose Sharks®, was recently upgraded with new ice-making refrigeration
systems and building air conditioning chillers.

Image courtesy of Chemours

California’s SAP Center, home of the San Jose Sharks®, was recently upgraded with new ice-making refrigeration

systems and building air conditioning chillers. At the start of the project, there were a variety of refrigerant choices to

consider, which led the Sharks to research all available possibilities. Throughout the process, the facility’s engineering

team consulted with of�cials from the NHL, along with representatives from Chemours, makers of Opteon™

refrigerants, and Trane Technologies™. With factors such as environmental sustainability, equipment reliability, system

performance, and safety top of mind, team administrators quickly converged on Opteon XP10 (R-513A).

Jon Gustafson, vice president, SAP Center, discussed the Sharks’ commitment to sustainability and the factors that

went into their decision to upgrade to Opteon refrigerant in the Q&A below.

Question: When it came time to replace your existing refrigeration systems at the SAP Center, you had a number of

options to choose from but ended up using Opteon refrigerant. What refrigerants and systems did you consider? What

were the major criteria when making your decision?

Gustafson: Well, ice is our business, so, to start off, we researched everything. Our local jurisdiction (the city of San

Jose) frowned upon ammonia (R-717) due to its relative safety risks. We were really looking for something that was

very reliable and, most importantly, ecofriendly, so Opteon became the obvious choice for replacing our current

refrigerant.

FIGURE 2: Two 200-ton Trane Technologies Optimus™ Helical Rotary Chillers were installed to manage the ice at the SAP Center. 
 Image courtesy of Trane Technologies

Question: This recent project involved both ice-making refrigeration and the building’s air conditioning system. How

did that impact your options and decisions?

Gustafson: It all came together here. Our ownership is driving us toward ecofriendly and zero carbon across all our

mechanicals, so, again, Opteon was a perfect solution for us, since it performed well at both ice-making and in building

HVAC conditions. In addition to its performance in both applications, since XP10 is a class A1 (low-toxicity,

non�ammable) refrigerant, all of our chillers could be located in the same machine room.

Question: The Sharks have completed several sustainability-focused projects at the arena. How does this refrigeration

upgrade contribute to your sustainability vison and goals?

Gustafson: The Sharks organization is proud of all our initiatives to reduce the impact of our operations on the

environment, including the recent upgrades of the SAP Center’s HVAC and ice-making systems. We are delighted to

pioneer an environmentally friendly solution, like Opteon, as a sustainable alternative to legacy refrigerants for

professional and community rinks across the country.

Question: California has long been at the forefront of utilizing sustainable technologies. How important was that in

your view?

Gustafson: Extremely important. In northern California, where the SAP Center is located, the environment is important

to our organization, fans, and communities. What we need to do now is make changes for the future; so, this was a big

decision for us and the right decision at this time.

Question: How have the chillers performed to date and what’s been the feedback from the teams on ice quality?

Gustafson: Everything has been fantastic. To date, from installation, start up, initial ice build, and return to play, the ice

quality has met or exceeded our players’ expectations. On top of that, to be able to operate our facilities ef�ciently,

reliably, and safely is huge for us and any other similar type of facility.  

Question: The San Jose Sharks are the second NHL club to install Opteon and are leading by example. What impact do

you hope this will have on community rinks in the San Jose area and beyond?

Gustafson: As I mentioned before, we are very focused on sustainability and what we can do for the environment.

Certainly, as leaders in the community, we hope others will learn from what we’ve done and follow us.

The San Jose Sharks could have chosen any refrigerant solution, but when it came time to invest in a new air

conditioning system and ice-making chillers for the SAP Center, they went with Opteon XP10 refrigerant. To the

Sharks’ engineering team — tasked with delivering reliable, safe, and ef�cient refrigeration and air conditioning within

an organization dedicated to improving sustainability across all its operations — Opteon XP10 made perfect sense. The

Sharks’ leadership chose to provide their players and fans with a state-of-the-art facility and set a great example for

other rinks to follow. 
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Commissioning

Top 10 Elements of
Commissioning: No. 9 —

Interpersonal Skills
Commissioning professionals should be �rm but fair with project teams when representing owners' interests, as the

design and construction teams are ultimately responsible for achieving an owner's project requirements.

SCROLL

By Rebecca T. Ellis, P.E., CXA, CCP, BCxP

No. 9 in my Top 10 Elements of Commissioning list is interpersonal skills. This springboards from last month’s No. 10,

which was the importance of using third-party commissioning professionals. When a third party is introduced to a

design and construction team, how that professional comports him/herself will in�uence the success of the

commissioning process.

I have always advocated for a collaborative team approach to facilitating commissioning, with the commissioning

professional leading the owner, design team, and construction team through the commissioning process.

In order to represent owners' interests, commissioning professionals must take time to understand an owner’s

priorities and operational expectations in order to document the owner’s project requirements (OPR). Respect for the

owner’s ideas and interests is critical, even if the third-party professional believes he or she is misguided. Upon earning

trust in the relationship, the commissioning professional can help educate the owner about pertinent technical issues

affecting the project, allowing the owner to make well-informed decisions.

In addition, the commissioning professional has a special responsibility to get to know the personnel who will ultimately

be operating the new systems. If the third-party professional makes a point of understanding the operating engineers'

commitments, capabilities, and limitations during design and construction, the testing and training phase of the project

can be tailored to a set of particular needs.

With the design team, the commissioning professional needs to take the initiative in developing a noncompetitive team

spirit by showing respect for the knowledge, ability, and work performed by the designers.

Photo courtesy of Unsplash

During construction, it's important that all contractors and subcontractors understand the commissioning process. The

third-party commissioning professional should be able to explain it as a means for helping contractors coordinate their

efforts, be recognized for excellent performance, and complete the project on time. This, too, requires respect for the

contractors and the critical work they need to do.

Of course, no project or project team is perfect, and when the work does not appear to conform to the OPR, the third-

party professional is in a unique position to evaluate why and which team members may be responsible. The

commissioning professional should be able to explain clearly and logically why certain team members are deemed

responsible for rectifying a nonconformance issue. If there are disagreements with this position, the commissioning

professional needs to listen, because there may be things that occurred or directions that were given (and not shared

with the commissioning team) that need to be considered.

The commissioning professional should be �rm but fair with the project team when representing owners' interests, as

the design and construction team are ultimately responsible for achieving the OPR criteria. However, the

commissioning professional can facilitate the process with an overarching attitude that commissioning is bene�cial to

all project team members.

The aforementioned collaborative method has always been my approach, and it has worked well for more than 25

years. However, in the course of those same years, I have encountered owners who prefer a more confrontational

attitude from their commissioning professionals. These owners are looking for someone to serve as an enforcer and not

as a team member. Their expectation is that the commissioning professional will �nd everything that is wrong with the

project, make the design and construction team �x it, and verify the systems meet the OPR criteria.

Clearly, the "third party professional as an enforcer" role is one approach to the commissioning process. When

soliciting commissioning services, the building owner needs to understand the difference between that standpoint and

the bene�ts of true collaboration when deciding what best �ts the owner’s culture and expectations. This is typically not

clear in requests for proposals, and interviews are the best way to understand each short-listed �rm’s approach to

interpersonal interactions with the project team.

Rebecca T. Ellis, P.E., CXA, CCP, BCxP
Rebecca Ellis is president of Questions & Solutions Engineering Inc. in Chaska, Minnesota.
Email her at rebecca.ellis@qseng.com.

WWW.ESMAGAZINE.COM/ELLIS
Use this handy shortcut to see Rebecca’s entire online archive of commissioning insights.
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Building Health: A Physician’s View

Properly Managed IAQ
Can Decrease the Spread
of Antibiotic Resistance

 
The role of the indoor environment in shaping health is �nally

coming into focus.

SCROLL

By Stephanie Taylor, M.D., M. ARCH, CIC

Documented awareness of the connection between humans, illnesses, and microbes dates to the 1840s, when

pediatricians wrote about the role of altered intestinal microbes in children with diarrhea.

Fast-forward to 2012, when the Human Microbiome Project showed that the number of bacteria colonizing our body

far out-number human cells. Even more dramatic was the estimate that the microbes living within us contribute 2-20

million genes, compared to our mere 20,000 human genes.1  These facts give a perspective on the human-microbe

relationship that is quite different from the germ theory allegation that all microbes are bad. We now know that 95% of

identi�ed bacteria are bene�cial to our health and support every aspect of being human. As for the other 5%, we need

to keep them in check while being mindful that bacteria have been around much longer than humans and have the ability

to rapidly pivot as needed to survive in hostile conditions.

The techniques that have revolutionized our understanding of the interplay between human health and microorganisms

are genetic analysis tools generally called metagenomics. These allow us to detect the DNA and RNA “�ngerprints” of

bacterial, fungal, and eukaryotic (e.g., human) cells and viruses living within and among us.

The techniques that have revolutionized our understanding of the interplay between human health and microorganisms

are genetic analysis tools generally called metagenomics. These allow us to detect the DNA and RNA “�ngerprints” of

bacterial, fungal, and eukaryotic (e.g., human) cells and viruses living within and among us

1. There are many more bacteria, virus, and fungal types in existence than we previously thought;

2. Each of us is an ecosystem with microorganisms living on and within our bodies, and most of these support our

health;

3. Indoor air compounds, such as particulate matter (PM), ozone, and combustion by-products cause low-grade

in�ammation in our airways, worsening respiratory infections from pathogenic (disease causing) viruses or

bacteria; 2

4. Outdoor PM2.5 can carry antibiotic-resistant bacteria (ARB) as well as the gene fragments that carry resistance

(ARG), bringing these hazards into our indoor breathing zones;3  and

5. The presence of PM2.5, ozone, and nitrogen dioxide indoors or outdoors exacerbate the problem of antibiotic

resistance by hastening the transfer of ARG to our naturally occurring respiratory microbes, thus making humans a

signi�cant reservoir of antibiotic-resistant genes. 4

Figure: The relationship between indoor air pollutants and disease from antibiotic resistant bacteria and genes. 
 (Figure created via Biorender)

Microbes in the Air
In 2018, many of us were startled by the news that antibiotic-resistant bacteria and genes could spread over long

distances through air. 5 Furthermore, the research showed that antibiotic-resistant genes could be passed laterally to

other airborne bacteria, immediately conferring resistant to treatment.

We already knew that indiscriminate use of antibiotics had forced the emergence of treatment-resistant bacteria, such

as MRSA. Furthermore, we could take some comfort in the logical conclusion that controlling the use of antibiotics

would contain and eventually reverse the spread of resistance microbes. Unfortunately, the World Health Organism

(WHO) now says otherwise, stating that reducing the use of antibiotics alone will not reverse the trend because of the

magnitude of the pool of resistant bacteria and genes that will continue to spread through environmental vectors, such

as the air. 6, 6a

So, how can we control the spread of treatment-resistant pathogens?

New �ndings map bacterial resistance in humans to external sources (waste-water treatment plants, hospitals, animal

farms using antibiotics, etc.) from which airborne transmission has occurred. The emission source of resistant microbes

can be far away, with ARB and ARG travelling great distances through the atmosphere on �ne airborne particles. This

pattern, distinct from the spread of resistance through survival pressure following ingestion of antibiotics, has

established the key connection between airborne PM2.5 and treatment-resistant pathogens.  

Airborne particulate matter not only carries ARB and ARG, but inhalation of PM2.5 also makes the human airway more

susceptible to infection. After inhalation, ambient PM2.5 stimulates the transfer of ARGs between the donor bacteria

and recipient airway cell through in�ammatory changes, such as changes in membrane permeability and alterations in

the expression of genes involved in the transfer process. In urban areas with high levels of PM2.5, counts of inhaled

ARGs range from 103 to 104 copies/day/adult. 7

In addition to PM2.5, inhalation of oxidative gases, such as O3 and NO2, alter airway cell permeability and protective

microbes, increasing the vulnerability of exposed people to respiratory infections from ARB. Ozone also degrades

chromosomal polypeptides, releasing free ARG into respiratory secretions and exhaled droplets, so that humans

themselves are a source of ARGs and ARB. 8

More research is needed to understand and quantify the role of airborne pollutants in the transmission of antibiotic

resistance. Despite the unknowns; however, the critical nature of controlling antibiotic resistance is enough to elevate

management of IAQ to the top of our priority list.

The role of the indoor environment in shaping health is �nally coming into focus — partly thanks to the COVID-19

pandemic. We are now calling on you, the IAQ professional, because you hold the hope for a better future.

1. Annual Review of Genomics and Human Genetics. 13:1, 151-170

2. Yang L, Li C and Tang X. 2020. The Impact of PM2.5 on the Host Defense of Respiratory System. Front. Cell Dev. Biol. 8:91.
doi: 10.3389/fcell.2020.00091

3. Zhu, G., Wang, X., Yang, T. et al. 2021. Air pollution could drive global dissemination of antibiotic resistance genes. ISME J
15, 270–281. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41396-020-00780-2

4. Li J, Cao JJ, Zhu YG, Chen QL, Shen FX, Wu Y, et al. 2018. Global survey of antibiotic resistance genes in air. Environ Sci
Technol. 52:10975–84

5. O’Neill, J. (2016). Tackling drug-resistant infections globally: Final report and recommendations. Review on Antimicrobial
Resistance.

6. 6.a Merlin, C. (2020). Reducing the consumption of antibiotics: Would that be enough to slow down the dissemination of
resistances in the downstream environment? Frontiers in Microbiology, 11, 33. https://doi.org/10.3389/fmicb.
2020.00033

7. Xie, Jiawen et. Al. 2019. Bacteria and Antibiotic Resistance Genes (ARGs) in PM2.5 from China: Implications for Human
Exposure. Environmental Science and Technology. 53. 963-972. 10.1021/acs.est.8b04630.

8. Niu, Y., et.al. 2020. Ozone exposure leads to changes in airway permeability, microbiota and metabolome: A randomised,
double-blind, crossover trial. European Respiratory Journal, 56. https://doi.org/10.1183/13993003.001652020

Stephanie Taylor, CEO and founder of Building4Health Inc.
Dr. Stephanie Taylor, a graduate of Harvard Medical School (MD) and Norwich University
(master’s in architecture), is the founder and president of Building4Health Inc. She now
focuses her lifelong commitment to promoting health on improving the safety of the built
environment. Her work has been published in Nature, Science, and other peer-reviewed
journals.

Use this handy shortcut to see Stephanie’s entire online archive of IAQ insights.
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Security & Resiliency

Inclusion of Resilience
Credits in the LEED

System
Examining LEED’s various resilience credits and determining how they can be

achieved.

By Scott Campbell, Ph.D., P.E.

SCROLL

LEED is among the most widely used green building ratings systems in the world. It works through an accumulation of

credits for various design, operational, and construction decisions and implementations. Although the system is mainly

concerned with issues such as energy use and the materials that go into a building, with version 4.0, LEED incorporated

pilot credits for resilience. Therefore, as part of achieving a desired rating, designers can receive points for developing

more resilient buildings. This article will explore the various resilience credits and how they can be achieved.

The resilience pilot credits are divided into three groups: Assessment and Planning for Resilience (IPpc98); Designing

for Enhanced Resilience (IPpc99); and Passive Survivability and Back-Up Power During Disruptions (IPpc100).  

The Assessment and Planning for Resilience credit requires designers to identify the potential vulnerabilities for a

project site. The evaluation must include sea level rise, extreme heat, and more intense winter storms, but there are

other hazards that can be considered. The risks related to climate change must be identi�ed as part of this credit. The

�rst step toward achieving the Assessment credit is to complete a hazard assessment. The assessment must identify the

potential risks associated with natural hazards. If a local hazard plan is available, it should be used as the basis for the

hazard assessment. If no such local plan exists, or if a more site-speci�c assessment is desired, LEED provides resources

for evaluating the following hazards: sea level rise and storm surge, �ooding, hurricane and high-wind areas, tornado,

earthquake, tsunami, wild�re, drought, landslides and unstable soil, extreme heat, and winter storms. In addition, the

design team is encouraged to consider human-caused events, such as civil unrest, shootings, explosions, and potential

hacking of “smart” systems. After performing a hazard assessment, the team must create either a climate-related risk

management plan or an emergency preparedness plan. Detailed requirements for both plans are provided in the LEED

documentation.

Photo courtesy of Unsplash

The Designing for Enhanced Resilience credit builds on IPpc98 by accounting for the identi�ed risks during the design

process. Performing a risk/hazard assessment is an important part of achieving enhanced resilience, but unless speci�c

steps are implemented, the assessment itself will only provide limited bene�ts. The Designing for Enhanced Resilience

credit is intended to ensure the speci�c steps are taken to account for the identi�ed hazards. The designers must

address one or two of the top identi�ed hazards, receiving one credit for each. Additional hazards can (and should) be

addressed as appropriate, but no further credits are available. Hazard-speci�c design measure guidance is provided in

the LEED documentation and will be the focus of the next column.

Finally, the Passive Survivability and Back-Up Power During Disruptions credit addresses the issue of safely sheltering

occupants during and after a power outage. Two credits are available in IPpc100. The �rst credit is for designing for

passive survivability. The criterion is to demonstrate, through thermal modeling or passive house certi�cation, that

thermally safe conditions can be maintained for four days without power during peak summertime and wintertime

conditions. The measures used to achieve this may include building orientation, insulation, thermal mass, passive solar

heating, etc. The paths to demonstrating achievement of this goal are psychrometry using the Center for the Built

Environment’s Comfort Tool, limiting the deviation from the standard effective temperature to a speci�ed number of

degree-days, and meeting the Passive House certi�cation and providing operable windows or other means of natural

ventilation. The second credit can be obtained through provision of backup power. Two options are available, the �rst

being meeting the thermal safety requirements of the �rst credit through backup power or a combination of backup

power and passive measures. The second option is to provide backup electricity for a speci�ed set of operating

conditions.

The goal of LEED is to obtain truly sustainable buildings, but this is not possible without being resilient in the face of

expected hazards. However, there is de�nitely room for improvement in how resilience is determined in LEED, and

some of the limitations regarding speci�c design measures will be discussed next month. Nevertheless, the fact that

LEED has included resilience considerations in achievement of a rating is a step in the right direction, and, overall, the

recognition of resilience as an important part of sustainable design will lead to better building designs for occupants

and communities.

https://emergency.lacity.org/sites/g/files/wph1791/files/2021-03/2018_LA_HMP_Final_2018-11-30.pdf
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Building Automation

Educate Your Clients on
the Capabilities of Their

BAS Systems

By Matthew Foley, P.E.

SCROLL

The most sophisticated customers are those who ask the most questions
and get the most comprehensive results for their money.

My daughter just turned 14 months old, and it is absolutely fascinating to watch her grow and learn. My wife and I joke

that she’s a lot like my sister because she’s constantly pressing to �nd out what is and is not allowed. A few days ago, our

toddler put a puzzle piece in her mouth after my wife had asked her not to. She then proceeded to pick up every puzzle

piece she could �nd and put them each in her mouth, just to see what would happen.

I sometimes wonder what myriad of bene�ts end users of building automation systems (BASs) could draw from asking

open-ended questions about the capabilities of their systems. I think many people would be surprised at the

possibilities, especially if the system has been installed in the last �ve years or so.

Commercial property managers might not realize the systems they’ve operated for years are actually capable of

managing tenant requests for scheduled HVAC usage after-hours and that they can help them generate invoices for

these actions after the fact. A building owner might not have any idea a system could curtail its own electrical demand

by making subtle adjustments to temperature set points in alternating zones so as not to impact any one area more than

others.

Image courtesy of Unsplash

I sat in a meeting last month where I got a glimpse of the bene�ts. A new facilities manager at a local private school had

just started his job only weeks ago, and he was hoping to get a handle on the BAS he was inheriting. Teachers had asked

why their classrooms’ thermostats were not letting them make adjustments to the set points, so he had an agenda to get

this sorted out. He thought something was broken, so he was intrigued to learn that this was actually a typical building

management system feature (that local control could be given and taken away selectively). He brought up one of the

other issues he was working on, related to the outdoor parking lights using excess energy. We talked for a while about

utility billing rate structures, photocells, and time clocks, and he walked away from the meeting with many more ideas

about the latent potential he had in his BAS.

Besides asking open-ended questions about what their systems are capable of, I think end users could bene�t from

asking open-ended questions about what the best practices, costs, and risks are for different scenarios of change. For

example, suppose a property manager has just taken over management for a building in the last year, and a tenant �t-up

is being planned for. Updating the BAS is but one aspect of many to consider here, but it can be more complicated than

one would think. Will there need to be adjustments to account for communication alarms when certain equipment is

removed and, therefore, stops communicating? I’ve recently heard about a case where a community college was having

renovations done in parts of its main building, and it was found that the central HVAC system was running in heating

mode all night long. An issue was found where the BAS was reading 32°F in multiple zones because of disconnected

sensors, and the logic was interpreting the average zone temperature to be very low, causing a need for heating.

I’ve heard about another case recently of a pair of buildings next to each other. The same institutional owner and

property manager have owned and managed these buildings for at least a decade now. At some point during that

tenure, a single BAS front-end was installed and used to operate both buildings, out of convenience. In the last few

months, one of the buildings has now been sold to a new owner, and so the system will need to be “chopped up,” and the

orphaned half will need to have a new front-end added. Fortunately, the system has �exible architecture options, so it’s

going to be a relatively affordable project. However, this might not have been the case with a different brand of system,

and I’m not convinced that the due-diligence process included a plan for this situation.

I know that in this line of thinking, I’m saying we should ask “what if,” and uncertainty is expensive and frustrating. While

it’s true that leaning on a quali�ed vendor is one of the best ways to take out the guesswork, I think there’s worth in

being an educated customer. Asking open-ended questions like this can help an end user push the limits of their vendors

and products and, after all, that’s progress. In my experience, the most sophisticated customers are the ones who ask

the most questions and get the most comprehensive results for their money.

Matthew Foley , P.E.
Matthew Foley, P.E., has been part of the building automation industry since 2006. He got his
start doing commissioning and retro-commissioning as a project engineer with EMC Engineers
and meandered through the industry to specialize in integration projects and controls upgrade
projects for government clients both inside and outside the U.S. During this time, he earned his
certi�cation as a professional engineer in the state of North Carolina for control systems
engineering. Later, he worked as a sales support engineer for Distech Controls, helping factory
authorized system integrators use best practices with building automation products. He
currently works as the director of energy services and technology for CMS Controls, a provider
for building automation projects in the Southeastern U.S. When he’s not working, he enjoys
spending time with his wife and their baby girl and tinkering with new computer programming
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COVER STORY

Decarbonization
Solutions for Existing

Hot Water Systems
The ability to completely replace an existing heating system with an all-electric

system is optimal for reducing operational carbon but not for life-cycle costs.

By Yoni Butbul, P.E., CPD

Aggressive decarbonization targets set by government agencies and some owners are requiring the industry to

formulate strategies to reduce the embodied and operational carbon in the built environment. Decarbonizing the

existing building stock is critical to meeting these carbon-reduction goals. The building sector is a signi�cant source of

global carbon emissions, with buildings’ operational energy accounting for 27% of energy-related carbon emissions in

2020 (IEA Paris, 2021). Most of the hydronic space heating systems in existing buildings were designed around high

heating hot water supply temperatures (180°-200°F). Reducing the operational carbon in existing building heating

systems designed for these higher water temperatures presents a considerable challenge, as replacing the entire

hydronic heating systems is not economically viable.

There are a few rare intervention points in a building's life cycle where a complete heating system replacement can be

�nancially viable. Oftentimes, a partial upgrade of a heating system’s generation equipment and some ancillary

components is more likely to occur. As designers, we need to analyze the driving factors for conversion and evaluate the

�nancial and carbon impacts while reviewing options for conversion. In the near term, the most economical solution to

reducing operational carbon can be applying all-electric heating solutions to supplement traditional natural gas-�red

heating equipment. When evaluating existing system upgrades, short-term building decarbonization strategies should

focus on reducing as much annual carbon emissions as possible, utilizing the mechanical infrastructure in buildings that

still has signi�cant useful life to offer. Long-term solutions should aim to nearly eliminate all-natural gas heating in

buildings.

Heat pumps are a proven, all-electric heating technology that will play a signi�cant role in decarbonizing existing and

new buildings. Advances in heat pump technology present an opportunity to convert fuel-burning equipment into fully

electric or hybrid gas-electric options in many climates. Air-source heat pumps have limitations for heating in cold

climates. More research and development will be needed to develop heat pumps to work in very cold climates.

Heat pumps are signi�cantly more ef�cient than natural gas and electric-resistance heating equipment but are limited in

the quality of the heat they can produce. Most heat pumps can only produce hot water temperatures as high as 140°.

Utilizing a lower supply temperature from the heat pump will improve the operating ef�ciency of the heat pump.

Utilizing 140° (or lower) to heat buildings that were initially designed for higher water temperatures (e.g., 180°) can be

challenging.

This article focuses on possible solutions to provide most of the annual heating with heat pump technology for low-load

conditions using low-temperature heating hot water on existing buildings that were designed with higher heating hot

water supply temperatures.

Traditional Hydronic Heating Systems
One of the biggest challenges in reducing the operational carbon of existing buildings is determining how to do so cost-

effectively without replacing the entire mechanical system. Reducing the heating loads through energy ef�ciency

measures can provide better returns on investment. When considering a water heat pump to replace fossil fuel-based

hydronic heating, it is critical to understand how the original system was designed and the assumptions that went into

its sizing. In projects that only involve the replacement of heat-generating equipment, an engineer is typically limited by

the existing pipe sizing and available coil heat transfer surface area. Designers are generally limited to the original

design �ow rates without increasing pipe velocities and pump head. Many times, the heat transfer coils used in higher-

temperature hot water systems, like those found in terminal reheat boxes, were typically speci�ed as 1-row.

The complete decarbonization of an existing higher-temperature hydronic heating system would require the

replacement of nearly all system components, including the boilers, pumps, heating piping, and all 1-row heating coils.

The ability to completely replace an existing heating system with an all-electric system is optimal for reducing

operational carbon but not for life-cycle costs. The economic cost and the embodied carbon implications resulting from

a near-term complete system replacement make the proposition unjusti�able for most building owners. A hybrid

solution that seeks to reduce the majority of the annual heating emissions with heat pump technology for lower-load

conditions is a worthwhile idea to evaluate.

Building Heating Loads
Building heating loads can be signi�cantly overestimated, especially in mild climates. Figure 1 shows an annual heat load

distribution pro�le for a 125,000-square-foot building at a local university constructed in 1960. The building heating

system was designed to cover a peak load of 2,700 MBH using 180° water at a 20° ∆T. The reality is the building

heating load peaked at 1,620 MBH, 60% of the design load, and 80% of the annual cumulative therm usage occurs

when the load is ≤30% of the design load. On a square-foot basis, the peak design load was 21.5 Btu per square foot,

while the actual peak load was only 12.9 Btu per square foot. The author has seen design heating plants sized for up to

60 Btu per square foot in this climate zone. In considering any heating system decarbonization project, it is critical to

understand the true peak heating load and at what load bins the system emits most of the annual emissions. A building’s

annual heat load distribution pro�le can be obtained through direct measurement or most commercially available load

calculation programs. Trend data is preferred over simulation data, as heating load calculations do not usually take into

account internal heat gains and result in overestimated heating loads.

FIGURE 1: An example of an existing building’s annual heat load distribution.
 Images courtesy of P2S Inc.

After recognizing the wide variability in building heating demand, it begs the question as to why a boiler system would

need to operate at 180°F to meet the heating load throughout the year. Hydronic hot water reset strategies are

common energy savings measures that reduce a building's hot water supply temperature as a function of the outdoor

temperature. Traditionally, hot water supply temperature is reset downwards under low-load conditions to minimize

piping heat losses, improve controllability, and maximize condensing boiler operation. A typical heating hot water reset

curve for a mild climate is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2: A sample heating hot water temperature reset based on outside air (OSA) temperature.

Heating hot water reset in a hybrid heating plant allows a heat pump to serve the building heating load when the

required heating hot water supply temperature set point is below 140°.

Heat Pump Technology and Hybrid Heating Plants
Heat pumps operate by moving heat from a lower-temperature area to a higher-temperature area. They typically take

advantage of an electrically driven compressor and a closed vapor compression cycle. Commercial-grade heat pumps

come in many forms and can provide useful heating, useful cooling, or simultaneously provide useful heating and

cooling. Heat pumps are rated using their coef�cient of performance (COP), which measures their useful output to the

required energy input. The COP for heating (COPH) is the ratio of the useful heating energy divided by the energy

input. The COP for cooling (COPC) is the ratio of the useful cooling energy divided by the energy input. For dual-mode

heat pumps that can provide useful cooling and heating, the unit will have a combined COP — the ratio of the sum of

heating energy and cooling energy to the energy input.

There are many ways to integrate a heat pump into an existing building heating system. The designer should consider

the actual building heat load and the potential to apply the useful cooling available from heat pumps. Buildings with

concurrent heating and cooling loads can be good candidates for heat pumps, such as water-to-water heat recovery

chillers (HRC). It’s important to understand the presence of simultaneous heating and cooling loads in a building can

indicate building inef�ciency. Designers should �rst reduce wasteful simultaneous heating and cooling before sizing any

heat pump system. Large buildings and campuses made up of many buildings will have simultaneous heating and cooling

requirements that justify using an HRC. Heat recovery chillers can be used to cover the majority of a building heating

load while supplying chilled water to the campus chilled water loop. To illustrate this concept, the simpli�ed heating hot

water piping diagram in Figure 3 shows a modular HRC piped in series with a variable-�ow, gas-�red, condensing boiler

plant to provide preferential loading of the HRC (Peterson, 2019).

FIGURE 3: A sample preferential loading heat recovery chiller (HRC) heating hot water (HHW) piping diagram (Peterson, 2019).

Heating Coil Performance at Reduced Water Temperatures
As discussed, the maximum capacity available from existing heating hot water coils will be limited by the original design

building pipe sizes and the construction of the coil, i.e., rows, �n spacing, circuiting, and the quantity of coil passes. Heat

exchanger effectiveness can be a useful concept in assessing the capacity of an existing coil against lowering water inlet

temperatures. Heat exchanger effectiveness is the ratio of the actual heat transfer rate to the maximum possible heat

transfer rate in a counter�ow heat exchanger of in�nite surface area with the same �ow rates and inlet temperatures

(ASHRAE, 2021). Suppose performance data of a heating coil, i.e., data from a drawing schedule, is known. In that case,

the effectiveness of the heat exchanger can be calculated at its scheduled air and water �ow conditions (cfm and gpm).

The effectiveness could then be used to determine the capacity of that coil against varying supply water inlet

conditions. Figure 4 shows the capacity reduction realized from reducing the inlet water temperature on a 1-row coil

for several standard variable air volume (VAV) box sizes. The capacities below are based on heating cfm that is 50% of

the recommended maximum (Taylor & Stein, 2004) box cooling cfm. The heating water �ow rate was determined by

locking in the heating coil heating hot water (HHW) ∆T at 30°.

FIGURE 4: A single-row variable air volume (VAV) reheat capacity versus entering water temperature (EWT).

Figure 4 illustrates the concept of heat exchanger effectiveness in that the capacity will vary linearly with inlet

temperature for a given air�ow rate and water �ow. Figure 5 shows the percentage of the total heating capacity

achieved at 180° entering water temperature (EWT) verses lower EWT temperatures, assuming the water �owrate

remains constant. The graph gives the reader a quick way to determine the capacity of any commonly available VAV box

reheat 1-row reheat coil for a given �xed air and water �ow rate. The 130° EWT still provides 60% of the original 180°

heating capacity. To explore the effect of changing the air�ow and water �ow rates through a heating coil, an engineer

would need to determine the details of the construction of the coil and rerun the coil performance using commercially

available coil software.

FIGURE 5: Tracking variable air volume (VAV) reheat percentage capacity versus entering water temperature (EWT).

Assessing Existing Buildings
Determining the annual heating load pro�le for a building's system-level preheat coils and zone-level reheat coils is

critical to right-sizing a heat pump as well as determining the minimum allowable water temperature capable of

satisfying a substantial amount of annual heating load.

If possible, measure the actual heating load for a heating season (or year). Annual historical load and outside air

temperature trend data can be used to assess the �nancial feasibility of a heat pump or HRC. Measured actual heating

demand for an existing building is instrumental in right-sizing a supplemental heat pump system. An alternative to

measuring actual heating load is to do an 8,760-hour load simulation on the system using energy modeling software.

This method is feasible but not as accurate as direct measurement.

On occasion, a building owner may agree to test a building’s heating system to determine the minimum heating water

supply temperature at various outdoor conditions necessary to satisfy the building’s heating loads. This data could be

used to generate an HHW reset curve.

While we have illustrated that building heating systems are usually oversized, there may be zones in an existing building

that are right-sized or marginally oversized for the actual heating load and would not respond as favorably to

aggressive hot water reset temperatures. This is analogous to zones that were improperly designed for their cooling

loads and end up driving the building’s chilled water system. Replacing a few heating coils in a building to help increase

the amount of time a heat pump boiler could support the entire building load is a worthwhile investment. Figure 6

compares capacities available from 1- and 2-row heating coils on a 16-inch VAV box. In this example, replacing the 1-

row with a 2-row heating coil allows the air terminal to meet the 180° design load with 125° water. For most

commercial VAV boxes, there is no difference in physical size between a 1- and 2-row coil, making the possibility of a

coil replacement at a few critical zones feasible.

FIGURE 6: A variable air volume (VAV) 1-row and 2-row reheat percentage capacity versus entering water temperature (EWT).

Conclusion
The decarbonization of existing buildings presents a challenging but vast opportunity to reduce the built environment's

operational carbon. The application of heat pumps to supplement traditional heating equipment is an economically

viable strategy that can drastically reduce the amount of time combustion-driven heating needs to occur. HHW reset

strategies applied to hybrid heating plants allow all-electric heat pumps to serve the building heating load when the

required HHW supply temperature set point is within the operating range of a heat pump. In considering any heating

system decarbonization project, it is critical to understand the true peak heating load and at what load bins the system

emits most of the annual emissions. Designers should keep in mind that a partial upgrade of a heating system's

generation equipment and some ancillary components is more likely to occur than a complete heating system

replacement. In these situations, the maximum capacity available from existing heating hot water coils operating at

reduced water temperatures will be limited by the original design building pipe sizes and the construction of the coil.
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FEATURE

CEO Roundtable:
Engineering Excellence

in 2022 and Beyond
Engineered Systems assembled a roster of engineering leaders to discuss present and

future challenges in the magazine’s annual CEO Roundtable Q&A.

By Herb Woerpel

From labor shortages and supply chain disruptions to COVID-19 and more, the engineering industry has endured a

great deal of uncertainty the last several years. Here, Engineered Systems has assembled a roster of mechanical

engineering leaders to discuss these challenges and more in the magazine’s annual CEO Roundtable Q&A.

"Please introduce yourself to our audience."

Darin Anderson: I’m the chairman and CEO for Salas O’Brien, an international

engineering �rm with of�ces across North America. We provide an integrated

suite of solutions across many disciplines to clients worldwide. We are also a fast-

growing �rm and have expanded since 2006 from a single of�ce in California to

where we are today with 50-plus of�ces and more than 1,300 team members.

Keith Esarey: I am the president of McClure Engineering, a mechanical, electrical,

and plumbing (MEP) design �rm focused on partnering with institutional clients

and campuses. The �rm was established in 1953 and has been dedicated to

developing innovative solutions to unique engineering problems ever since.

I have been with McClure Engineering for approximately 25 years. I began my

career here as a mechanical engineer designing HVAC projects. My

responsibilities continued to grow, and I eventually became a principal (partner) in

2001 and took over as president in 2018.

Rick Hombsch: I’m HGA’s engineering market sector leader. HGA is a national

interdisciplinary design �rm committed to making a positive, lasting impact for its

clients and communities through research-based, holistic solutions. With more

than 800 team members, the practice spans multiple markets, including corporate,

cultural, education, local and federal government, health care, and science and

technology.

Tucker Matthews: I am co-founder and principal of New Ridge Engineering PLLC.

I was born and raised in Richmond, Virginia, and currently reside in Mooresville,

North Carolina, with my wife. While earning my mechanical engineering degree

from Virginia Commonwealth University (go Rams!), I began my career as an

intern at an MEP engineering �rm. At this �rm, I met my future business partners,

and we went on to found New Ridge Engineering one year ago.

New Ridge Engineering is a relatively new but quickly growing MEP engineering

�rm, specializing in health care facilities, laboratories, cleanrooms, and central

utility plants. We enjoy complex projects and serve clients throughout the U.S.

from our home of�ces in Virginia, North Carolina, and Kansas.

We strive to be the ideal engineering �rm for talented engineers to work for. This

means investing in and developing our engineers while recognizing that work is

just one part of our employees’ lives. This set of values has attracted an

outstanding group of remarkable individuals to work at New Ridge Engineering,

which ensures our clients have nothing but the best engineers serving their needs.

We are proud of the growth and accomplishments we have experienced since our

company’s birth and are very excited to see what lies in our company’s bright

future.

Barbara Hattemer McCrary: I’m president of HHB Engineers P.C. I’m a

professional engineer, graduating with bachelor's and master’s degrees in

mechanical engineering from the University of Alabama in 2003 and 2006,

respectively. I became majority shareholder and president of HHB in 2014. HHB

Engineers is a consulting engineering �rm specializing in the design of mechanical

systems (HVAC, plumbing, �re protection, etc.) in the building construction

industry.

The majority of the �rm's work focuses on building renovations, but we also work

on new construction projects. Most projects have construction costs of

approximately $100 million or less. We usually have a staff of six to eight at any

given time, consisting of professional engineers, engineering graduates, engineers

in training (EITs), drafters, and administrative staff.

"The COVID-19 pandemic has in�uenced us all. Please list a

positive and negative impact the pandemic has had on your �rm."

Anderson: Salas O’Brien was extremely well prepared for the pandemic. Because of our rapid growth and distributed

leadership model, the company was already doing so much using digital tools. Although the pandemic moved the �rm

further down that path, and there was, of course, some uncertainty in the �rst half of 2020, the company did not

experience a disruption.

The pandemic did not change who the �rm is or give our team a different culture. Dif�cult circumstances don’t change

who you are. However, the pandemic did give us an opportunity to really shine — embracing �exibility, managing for

results, bringing passion to all we do, lifting each other up, sharing knowledge, collaborating seamlessly across the

company, and aligning our �nancial rewards.

Obviously, the �rm did experience some challenges, and, as someone who loves to meet every single team member in

person as often as I can, I really missed being able to see our team and meet new folks.

Esarey: Well, to begin, positive is not a word I would ever associate with COVID-19. As a �rm, I think we've generally

handled the pandemic as well as could be expected. We were very fortunate to have elements in place early, positioning

us to have a leg up on the mass disruption.

There was certainly a fair amount of scrambling early on as uncertainty overwhelmed our clients. Projects were being

put on hold or canceled in what seemed to be every day or two. However, we were able to work with our client partners,

who were unquestionably as shaken as we were, and, through these partnerships, help them navigate the early waters.

We also spent a lot of time throughout (not only those early days but for the year to come) consulting/discussing how

buildings’ HVAC systems can be used/modi�ed to put owners/facility managers in the best possible position to keep

their buildings as safe as possible.

And, we've also spent an inordinate amount of time focused on keeping our employees both safe (�rst priority) and

engaged (second priority). As an organization, we've embraced that both elements are critical as we focus on the long-

term health and stability of our employees and their families.

We were challenged with balancing in-of�ce policies, remote work, and on-site protocols for each client — that alone is

a full-time job. As a consulting �rm, we work with a number of clients. We recognize we're guests of each of those

clients as we visit their sites. It’s our responsibility to understand and respect their current policies and to ensure our

employees follow these policies whenever they visit those sites.

As we began working remotely, we really had to ramp-up communication about what we were doing as an organization,

including how we were making decisions and communicating the values and priorities we used. The goal is never to

surprise our employees — our people had enough uncertainty in their lives. We knew that the clearer we could be, the

more our staff could remove that particular stressor from their lives. We have committed ourselves to continue to do

our best to continue these efforts even as we have returned to the of�ce.

Employee development/growth is crucial in the best of times, and, with the stress of COVID-19, things just got more

dif�cult, which means we have to be more intentional in everything we do around employee development.

While we've always maintained a training and development path for our employees, historically, much of our technical

training occurs spontaneously, deriving from projects with more experienced engineers when solving problems or

sharing ideas with other talented team members. While that still happens remotely, there is plenty to be said about the

impact of proximity when you have a quick question or are exposed to a new concept.

So much of how our people learn the softer skills of engineering (how to communicate, react to issues, get out in front

of a problem, etc.) comes from working with more accomplished professionals and learning behaviors. Those

opportunities haven’t been the same over the past two years. Remote meetings, limiting the number of people on-site,

etc. — it all means you must �nd other opportunities to work on and learn those skills.

The result was that we had to learn to be more deliberate. This involves identifying and communicating where an

individual is in his or her career development, what growth looks like, and why we are doing what we do in order to help

individuals realize their potential. These are critical functions that not only enable individuals to grow but, in today’s

world, keep employees engaged. If there is any good that has come out of this experience, it’s that it has made us

become more deliberate in developing and communicating these paths.

Hombsch: First, the positives: As a truly integrated architectural/engineering �rm, we quickly �gured out a way to

effectively work together in a virtual environment, particularly after the initial shock to everyone’s normal day-to-day

operations. This was accomplished through our strong engineering leadership, collaborative nature, and incredible IT

department, which provided us with the tools to do the work and streamline effective collaboration amongst HGA’s

pool of engineers across 11 of�ces nationwide. The virtual world also provided us with great �exibility in allocating the

right resources to our projects, independent of geography.

Second, the negatives: The loss of personal interactions has been one of the biggest negatives of the pandemic. As we

integrate new employees and continue to build our current engineering team, mentoring, coaching, ambient learning,

and casual interactions, usually a big part of staff development, have taken a hit. It has been very hard during this

pandemic to effectively maintain our development programs. This is a focus for our engineering team in 2022, along

with strong attention to individual and team health.

Matthews: With change, there comes opportunity; and the COVID-19 pandemic brought no shortage of either to our

industry. The pandemic forced engineering �rms to transition their workforces from in-person to remote almost

overnight. While many thought this change would bring a decrease in productivity and a lack of employee engagement,

it quickly became apparent that many people thrived in and preferred a remote setting. At New Ridge Engineering, we

chose to see this as an opportunity. The pandemic acted as a large-scale proof of concept for a fully remote engineering

�rm, which allowed us to con�dently launch our �rm in March 2021. As for a negative impact I believe we have all

experienced, the pandemic has made it more challenging to have valuable face-to-face time with our clients (Teams and

Zoom don’t count).

McCrary: First, the negatives: As president/CEO, I had to make some tough decisions early in the pandemic. The

construction industry was deemed essential, and we were not set up to work remotely in the beginning, but, given the

risk of contracting COVID due to in-person of�ce work, I had to make the decision to shut down in-person work for two

months. I knew we would miss deadlines, a lot of them in the beginning, but we had to protect the health of our staff. We

had a couple of clients who did not understand, but, thankfully, most did. The collaborative nature of our work lends

itself far better to in-person discussions than not, which was a challenge. We adapted the best we could, but during the

�rst few months of the pandemic, in particular, we struggled to keep up with our workload, which actually increased

during the pandemic. Our transition to full remote work for nearly two months (while our of�ce was shut down) also

caused us to take a �nancial hit due to the nuts and bolts of the IT needs of remote of�ces as well as needs that arose to

help mitigate COVID spread when we returned to the of�ce in mid-May of 2020.

And, the positives: One positive is the increased interest in high-quality HVAC systems and design. Ventilation

design/quantity and air distribution design have made their way into the mainstream conversation. We've been pleased

to be able to help a lot of clients, old and new, navigate through what that means for their existing facilities and buildings

currently in development.

"It’s no secret that there is a shortage of skilled workers in the

engineering industry. Can you share the status of your

workforce? Which roles/positions are you most looking to �ll this

year?"

Anderson: Salas O’Brien has always had an almost unbelievably high retention rate. That continues to be true, but that

doesn’t mean we take it for granted.

What we’re doing to address this is to continue to emphasize what has always made us successful: Salas O’Brien is a

place of unlimited opportunity for every team member. For those with the passion and skills to succeed, there will never

be any limits to what you can achieve here. We are always looking for ways to get that message and reputation as an

employer out to an even bigger audience.

People today use the phrase “Great Resignation,” and I suppose there is something in that. But, I think what we’re really

seeing is the “Great Reshuf�e,” where talent is �owing to organizations where they feel appreciated and have the

opportunities they need to succeed. That is the kind of organization Salas O’Brien is and, I hope, always will be.

Esarey: Experienced workers are hard to come by — it's just a tight market. Historically, we have generally been

considered an employer of choice due to a very employee-focused culture, but it's tough to �nd good talent. We are not

in a high-churn industry (i.e., IT), so we just don’t see that kind of turnover. Couple that with an overall shortage in good,

talented professionals, and it is a challenge to even �nd quali�ed people.

This is not a short-term problem brought on by the pandemic. We have lived with a tight labor market for a while, and

�nding top talent has been dif�cult as long as I have been in this industry. As a result, we must manage our workload

based on a reasonable expectation of the talented individuals we have working for us and not based on the number of

projects we aspire to win. I don’t see any other way to make it work. Companies that can’t manage their workloads in

this way will burn out their employees and not survive long term. Those that do will have a signi�cant advantage

recruiting, developing, and retaining the best talent.

One way we have adjusted is by focusing on developing and investing in entry-level positions — building the talent pool

to support growth. Retention is critical. Employees represent a signi�cant investment in both time and money. It's

essential that you maintain a quality work environment and clearly outline paths for individual growth and

development. And technical training is only half the challenge. Companies like ours have strong cultural identities —

both to our employees and our long-term partner-clients. New employees need to buy into these cultures and grow

within that framework.

Hombsch: HGA’s engineering team has grown to nearly 200 engineers in 2021, and our workload is very strong as we

enter 2022. We’ve hired 42 engineers in the last year, which re�ects the quality and cutting-edge nature of our work.

We have at least 15 open positions currently within our engineering group. Our leadership team understands that

attracting and retaining talent in a very active market is an extremely important part of our strategy for 2022. We need

to take good care of our people. Our biggest challenges in terms of recruiting continue to be specialists. As we focus

more on technical specialists in speci�c disciplines, or experts in certain project types, we are �nding a limited talent

pool. We also have an interest in exploring and expanding diverse partnerships with other engineering �rms to bolster

local involvement in national projects and support BIPOC [black, indigenous, and people of color] businesses in the

region. This could be a lever to ease some stress on our staff while also learning from and sharing with others.

Matthews: Due to the remote nature of our �rm, we have been able to search for engineering talent nationally without

requiring job candidates to relocate. Additionally, without the overhead burden of maintaining physical of�ce space, we

can remain extremely competitive in the market while offering excellent compensation. We’ve had amazing engineers

leave in-person jobs at established �rms to work remotely for New Ridge Engineering over the past year, and this

organizational structure is one of the keys to our successes in hiring. As we continue to expand, we will be looking for

independent and motivated MEP engineers to join our team.

McCrary: We are bringing on a couple of new recent engineering graduates in 2022. One already started in mid-

January, with the other starting after spring graduation. Our challenge has been �nding engineers with experience in

our �eld who can immediately jump in. We are always on the lookout for experienced engineers but, ultimately, have

taken the path of hiring fresh graduates and training them.

"What project is your �rm most excited to tackle this year?

What technology/innovation/equipment/approach will you

use to optimize the project’s performance?"

Anderson: We do so much in so many markets that it’s tough to narrow it to just one project. However, I’m really excited

by the work our team is doing at Princeton University. Simply stated, Princeton has set out to achieve carbon neutrality

by its 300th anniversary in 2046, and we are helping the school make progress toward this extensive undertaking by

designing one of the largest closed-loop geo-exchange systems in the U.S., plus thermal energy storage tanks supporting

9 million square feet of building space.

Hombsch: In HGA’s history, we’ve collaborated on some large legacy, almost once-in-a-lifetime projects that provided

an opportunity to develop and expand on the innovative practices we now use all the time: integrated project delivery,

lean processes, prefabrication, virtual reality (VR) integration, research, state-of-the-art technology integration, and

more. We’re excited to be incorporating many of these practices on some very large signature projects in all our market

sectors — health care, science and technology, public corporate, and higher education.

Matthews: We are excited to continue serving our fertility and health care clients. Over the past year, we have played a

major role in helping our clients adapt to supply chain issues challenging the construction industry. As we navigate this

constantly changing landscape, we will continue bridging the gap between engineering design and procurement to help

our clients meet construction targets.

McCrary: There are too many to pick just one. We have several historic preservation projects we are involved in that

are a part of or related to the Civil Rights Trail that we are excited about. Several are in the Birmingham National Civil

Rights Monument District, while others are in Montgomery and Selma, Alabama. Also in Montgomery, we have

construction beginning on the renovation of the Alabama Shakespeare Festival, a nationally renowned performing arts

center, which will undergo a major HVAC replacement project that includes ventilation upgrades. We are happy to be a

part of this venue’s reopening with state-of-the-art HVAC systems as they welcome back crowds into their facility. We

also continue our work with the University of Alabama and are excited to be working on the Smart Communities and

Innovation Building. This is a public/private/research partnership in advancing research and operations in the electric

vehicle market.

"Where is the company today versus �ve years ago?

Any guesses on what will be di�erent in the next �ve

years? What will stay the same?"

Anderson: Salas O’Brien’s culture is the same today as it was �ve years ago, and I hope that continues to be the same,

not just �ve years from now but 50 years from now. See above regarding being a place of unlimited opportunity.

In terms of raw numbers, we have grown substantially since 2017, adding 1,000 team members, many of�ces, and

signi�cant revenue. I expect to add another 1,000 team members in the next �ve years through continuing to pursue

our steady, methodical growth process. Our approach is to �nd highly talented, passionate individuals and teams who

will strengthen us, create more opportunities, and deliver innovative solutions to our clients.

We want to be the most respected engineering �rm in the world, but we are not growing for growth’s sake or to achieve

an arbitrary or speci�c �nancial target.

Esarey: From a big picture perspective, many of the challenges are the same — they just feel like they've been ampli�ed.

We have always had to work with a tight labor market with respect to engineers and other design professionals. The

pandemic only ampli�ed an already existing problem. As a result, it's critical to focus on the growth and development of

our team members — not only because our own growth and development depend on it, but it's probably the No. 1 factor

in retention.

Treating our clients as partners and focusing on delivery and follow-through has always been core to our success. In

today’s world, our clients have many more pressures placed upon them, either due to budget constraints as a result of

in�ation, their own staf�ng issues, or having to manage the same issues related to the pandemic on their campuses that

we all have in our businesses. What they are looking for are individuals who are much more focused on being partners

rather than consultants.

Energy conservation and sustainability has always been a big piece of who we are. The difference now is that more

clients are including those values in their decision process than ever before.

There is a feel that, for a number of years, we have been in a "buyers" market for technical services — I would say this is

a holdover from our experiences in 2008-2009. There is a feel that we are inching toward getting that balance back,

that responsiveness. Follow-through is becoming more important for a lot more people rather than simply pushing

down costs.

Hombsch: HGA has expanded the business over the last �ve years through both market sector-based growth and

strategic acquisitions. Growth in our sectors has allowed us to expand and diversify our engineering leadership team,

making us more market-focused, stronger as a group, and more nimble. Acquisitions have been expertise-based and

expanded our sphere of in�uence in the science and technology market along with the engineering market, speci�cally

focusing on energy consulting and commissioning services. Recently, our engineering team has added key hires in �re

protection engineering and technology services. This will continue to expand HGA’s diverse expertise and the value

proposition to our clients as experts in various systems, technologies, and markets. We will continue to use these same

thought processes and strategies to move forward as a company.

Matthews: Five years ago, most of us at New Ridge Engineering were working at an MEP branch of�ce of a large

engineering �rm. A lot of things have changed over the past �ve years, with the existence of New Ridge Engineering

being one of them. In the next �ve years, we hope to expand into more markets outside of health care while forging new

relationships within the health care industry. Our commitment to our employees to strive to be the best engineering

�rm to work for will never change, nor will our commitment to our clients to provide the highest level of engineering

services we possibly can.

McCrary: Today, we are able to be more selective in deciding which projects to tackle versus �ve years ago. Five years

ago, we were still climbing our way back out of the Great Recession. It hit us the hardest in 2013-2014. We are excited

to have the quality of work we do now and a large number of repeat clients, including large public universities, such as

the University of Alabama and Auburn University, several federal agencies, and a large Air Force Base located near our

of�ce in central Alabama.

The future is hard to predict, especially now, as we're still in the midst of the pandemic. For our �rm, I hope, in �ve years,

we are continuing to do the things we love, which are challenging projects. I hope the industry continues on its current

course toward a heightened importance on quality ventilation and HVAC design of buildings.

"It’s become trendy to assign a 'word' to the year 2022.

If you were to select one word to de�ne the goals of

your �rm this year, what would it be?"

Anderson: I’m not in the business of making predictions, so I’ve picked a word that is fully within my control, as it is in

everyone’s. That word is opportunity. As a company, we have the opportunity to continue our steady growth and to

share the bene�ts of that growth with our team through our employee ownership model. That word equally applies to

the companies who will join us through mergers and acquisitions (M&As). We only pursue partnerships where we truly

see the opportunity together to be way better than what we would have experienced separately.

And, to engineers and other technical folks out there, I’ll say this: In terms of the opportunity that you have to grow

professionally, there is no better place for you than Salas O’Brien and no better year than 2022 to join our team.

Esarey: Exhaustion. If I had to pick a single word to describe the climate right now, it would be exhaustion. We are

moving into our third year of the pandemic, and it is still impacting us, our clients, and our employees on a daily basis.

(Whether it’s adjusting to evolving client policies, employee pressures related to quarantines/daycare, or simply

scheduling a meeting with a client — it just seems to be a constant drag on how we work and live.) The stress on the

workers, not only due to changes and impact to our projects but also their personal lives, is apparent. They're doing

everything they can, but you can just see it grind them down.

My second word, if I may, is deliberate. If my goal is to be more optimistic and look at what we need to focus on for

2022, I lean toward deliberate. We have learned a lot in the past two years, particularly about how the stressors from

the pandemic plus a red-hot market impact how we used to work and grow. In order to be successful, it’s critical that we

become more intentional (I will call it deliberate) about how we understand what is important to us, what we need to do,

and how we can accomplish things, like communication, employee growth, maintaining strong company community, and

culture, that re�ect our values. What used to occur more organically seems to require more intention.

Hombsch: Execute. You are only as good as your last project. This speaks to everything above: recruiting and retaining

talent, taking care of your team, collaborating with other �rms, continuing to grow the business, etc. Your workforce is

you.

Matthews: Happy. This applies to both our employees and our clients. We strive to be a highly desirable �rm to work

for, which allows us to employ top engineering talent, in turn, ensuring that our clients have the best engineers serving

their needs.

McCrary: Resilience. The pandemic has taught us that we have to be prepared and agile when new challenging

situations arise. We are still grappling with running a business in a pandemic, including having over half of our staff sick

or quarantining during the Omicron surge in January. We are far more prepared for situations like that now than two

years ago when the pandemic started but are continuing to adapt and �nd new ways to optimize work in these

challenging times.

"Any �nal words of advice for the engineers reading this Q&A?"

Hombsch: The market values the work of engineers right now. If you are looking for an opportunity, �nd a �rm winning

good work and delivering exceptional results. Most importantly, �nd one that treats its employees well.

Matthews: Don’t work yourself to death; life is too short. Take pride in maintaining a healthy work-life balance and seek

out opportunities that support your will to do so.

McCrary: Always be willing to learn. The pandemic has challenged the way we think about a lot of things in life, but also

in how we design and operate buildings. Learning also takes getting out in the �eld and seeing, watching, and doing. Be

deliberate about it, go to job sites, and watch the construction process. Don’t rely on existing drawings — go look, see,

and measure. This will make you a much better engineer.

Herb Woerpel
Herb Woerpel is editor-in-chief of Engineered Systems. Contact him at
woerpelh@bnpmedia.com.

Lead Photo courtesy of Pixabay
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FEATURE

Revit-izing the
Ventilation Spreadsheet

Work�ow and
Associated Calculations

The real power of BIM comes when the 'I,' or information, is fully utilized.

By Jessica Vines, P.E., LEED AP BD+C

Building information modeling (BIM) is useful for its 3D coordination and ability to work within the same model as

other disciplines, but the real power of BIM comes when the “I,” or information, is fully utilized.

Generally, a team’s time is better spent working on the design and technical challenges versus adding numbers or

managing a model. The larger a project is, the more information it possesses, which can be time-consuming to manage.

By using the model information and tools, such as Dynamo, a graphical programming tool, repetitive processes and

calculations become more ef�cient, reduce errors, and improve the transfer of information from one step to another.

This requires a deep understanding of the work�ows and their intricate relationships.

“Smart schedules” might be what people �rst think of when they consider information, but we can get much more

sophisticated. The following example was implemented for the New Valley Hospital in Paramus, New Jersey. The New

Valley Hospital is a ground-up, 875,000-square-foot, 372 single-patient-bed hospital with 100% acuity adaptable

rooms within three bed towers. The towers are connected by a diagnostic and treatment chassis and a 27,000-square-

foot central utility plant and will provide a �exible facility design with universally sized operating and procedure rooms.

This project had four models for mechanical and 12 models for mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and �re protection

(MEPFP) disciplines. To be ef�cient and create consistency throughout the project, new work�ows were implemented.

FIGURE 1: If information in one part of the process changes, the other processes can be impacted.
 Photo courtesy of SmithGroup

The Big Idea
A mechanical engineer must complete load calculations to inform their ventilation calculations, which then informs their

terminal box sizing and pressurization drawings. If information in one part of the process changes, the other processes

can be impacted.

Typically, these processes are disconnected and include manual work. However, all this information can be integrated in

the Revit MEP BIM and manipulated with Dynamo. Before getting into the details of a new work�ow, it’s important to

understand a typical work�ow without fully utilizing BIM.

FIGURE 2: A typical BIM work�ow.

A Typical Work�ow
Load Calculations — Load calculations inform how much air�ow is needed to cool each space and are done in a

program, such as Trane Trace. Results are either manually input into a ventilation spreadsheet or exported to Excel and

more easily transferred to the ventilation spreadsheet.

FIGURE 3: An example ventilation spreadsheet.

Ventilation Spreadsheet — The ventilation spreadsheet is built in Excel with lookup tables linking ASHRAE 170 and

62.1 requirements that are compared to the cooling load requirements by means of Excel formulas. The most stringent

air�ows are used as minimum baselines and manually applied to the registers, diffusers, and grilles on the �oor plans

within Revit MEP. Certain offsets of the supply air and return/exhaust air will be de�ned to ensure speci�c areas meet

code mandated space requirements. The authority having jurisdiction (AHJ) will review the ventilation spreadsheet and

�oor plans to verify code requirements are met and values are consistent.

FIGURE 4: An example of pressurization.

Pressurization Drawings — ASHRAE 170 requires certain types of spaces to have speci�c pressure relationships with

adjoining spaces. The AHJ requires pressurization drawings with arrows indicating how much air�ow is being

transferred and its direction. This can be a tedious process as it requires manually reviewing each space and the

surrounding air�ows. If an air�ow changes at some point in the design process, which it will, it may impact and change

all the adjoining space relationships.

FIGURE 5: A partial view of a Dynamo script.

Terminal Boxes — When using a VAV system, each zone will have a terminal box serving it. The ventilation spreadsheet

minimum and maximum air�ows are summed for all of the spaces within the zone and de�ne the terminal box minimum

turndown and maximum air�ow. From there, the terminal box size and reheat air�ow is determined. For large projects,

this information can be sent to an equipment representative who will send coil selections that will be translated to the

Revit schedules.

The New Work�ow
All the information required to complete calculations are (or could be) in the Revit model and able to be read by the

Revit Space object. Spaces are volumes that are placed in the MEP model where the architectural room objects are. The

new work�ow utilizes the space that reads all the information assigned to it to calculate and tie the various steps

together.

Load Calculations — The information is still exported to Excel from Trane Trace, but now a dynamo script is used to

read the information from Excel and write it to the Revit Space with the push of a button. This takes out the manual

work of having to input the values into the Revit schedule or another Excel each time there is a change.

Improvements from a typical work�ow:
No manual translation of bulk data and less room for error; and

Time saved.

Ventilation Spreadsheet — Dynamo is used to complete the following:

1. ASHRAE 170 air�ow calculations and requirements;

2. ASHRAE 62.1 air�ow calculations and requirements;

3. Compare ASHRAE, Trace load air�ows, and any manual override values to determine �nal required air�ow;

4. Compare the minimum turndown ratio of all spaces within a zone and what is the controlling turn down ratio

for usage in terminal box sizing; and

5. Output/read the air�ow that is on the �oor plan views serving each space.

Improvements from a typical work�ow:
Less room for error with people modifying formulas and/or not realizing there were formulas overwritten in

an Excel spreadsheet;

More accurate calculation for turndown of space; and

Time saved not having to manually translate air�ow on �oor plans to ventilation spreadsheet.

FIGURE 6: An example of color �ll for properly pressurized spaces.

Pressurization Drawings — Transfer ducts with grilles are placed between each space that has a pressure differential.

Dynamo is used to:

1. Calculate the air that is being transferred between spaces and assigning to the transfer duct; and

2. Place transfer arrows on top of the transfer ducts.

The transfer ducts are only viewable in working views and are not seen on printed drawings. The arrows are only shown

on the speci�c pressurization drawings and are tagged with the air�ow transferred.

There is also a working view set up to graphically show the pressurization has been properly calculated. If all

pressurization has been calculated, the spaces should show as light yellow. If a space is still being shown as negative

(red) or positive (green), transfer arrows have not been placed.

Improvement from a typical work�ow:
Less room for error with manual calculation mistakes;

Graphical con�rmation pressurization is calculated accurately; and

Time saved not having to manually calculate transfer air every time an air�ow changes.

FIGURE 7: Terminal box schedule information sources.

Terminal Boxes — The Revit Spaces are zoned together, and the zone is named the same as the terminal box serving it.

At the start of this project, a range of air�ows and terminal box sizes were sent to an equipment representative to get a

range of terminal box reheat coil sizing in an Excel spreadsheet.

Dynamo is used to:

1. Group spaces by the zone number.

2. Assign the terminal box maximum air�ow by:

       a. Adding up air�ows assigned to diffusers, registers, and grilles within space; and    

       b. Assigning total air�ow as the maximum air�ow for the terminal box.

3. Assign the terminal box minimum air�ow by:

       a. Adding up minimum ASHRAE air�ow requirements and compare to 30% of the box minimum; and

       b. Assigning the greater of the air�ows as the minimum terminal box air�ow.

4. Assign the reheat air�ow (as required) by:

       a. Comparing minimum air�ow and one half of the maximum air�ow; and

       b. Assigning the greater of the air�ows as the reheat air�ow.

5. Reference the Excel reheat coil sizing spreadsheet from the equipment representative and add information to Revit

terminal box for scheduling.

Improvement from a typical work�ow:
Less room for error with manual calculation mistakes;

Time saved not having to manually add up air�ows;

Less back and forth with an equipment representative and/or using terminal box sizing software each time

air�ows changed; and

No manual schedule data input.

Bene�ts of New Work�ow
Below is a summary of the main bene�ts of the new work�ow compared to the typical work�ow:

Removes manual calculations and errors;

Creates consistency with calculations;

Best for large amounts of data;

Can be used to recalculate easily;

Allows for data inputs directly in Revit versus creating images of Excel documents;

Creates consistency between multiple models/building data; and

Saves time.

Lessons Learned
Although there are some bene�ts of using this new work�ow, there are lessons learned and areas of improvement:

Implementing a new work�ow requires gradual training for all users and in-depth documentation;

A more Revit-ized work�ow may be more dif�cult for some of the more experienced engineers to

review/manipulate if they do not typically work in Revit;

New situations arise with new work�ows, and the project team needs to be adaptable and agile to react; and

The work�ow may need to adapt at various phases of the project. For example, in the design development or

construction documents phase, you may want to run calculations for all or many spaces while in construction

administration, or you may only want to run calculations on speci�c spaces.

Would the team use this work�ow again? Yes and no. Without this work�ow, the scale of this project would require a

larger team to manage all the repetitive calculations and data input. Being this was the �rst time we utilized this

work�ow, there is a lot of room for improvement. The team is working on optimizing the work�ow to �t various project

sizes and types to meet all needs of the project and project team.

Jessica Vines, P.E., LEED AP BD+C
Jessica Vines is a mechanical engineer at SmithGroup.

Lead image [Warchi]/[E+] via Getty Images
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FEATURE

Following the Script to
Early Energy Analysis
There is still too much of a disconnect between what is being learned through the
analysis process and what translates to the design team during critical decision-

making phases.

By Elizabeth LeRiche and Molly Eagen, AIA, CPHC, LEED AP BD+C

In the American Institute of Architects’ (AIAs') most recent “By the Numbers” 2030 Commitment report, the

organization summarizes that while 77.4% of reported whole-building gross square feet (GSF) by signatories in 2020

has been energy-modeled, only 4.3% of this whole-building GSF meets the 80% predicted energy use intensity (pEUI)

reduction target for 2020. In fact, the overall recorded pEUI reduction is only 51.3% for all projects recorded in the

past year, which represents only marginal improvements over the energy performance required by building codes.

While there seems to be consensus in the architecture and engineering industry that energy modeling has an important

role in the path to high-performance buildings, it's clear from these numbers that the current methodologies for

applying energy analysis in the design process need dramatic improvement in order to meet the industry's urgent call

for climate response.

HGA, a large interdisciplinary �rm, in collaboration with Cause, a sustainability consultancy, is striving to change this

picture through the development and adoption of an energy analysis process that allows architects to take the lead in

the early phases of design, opening a path for greater interdisciplinary dialogue about key sustainability strategies much

earlier in the design process than is currently typical, and creating a common understanding of the factors that

in�uence building performance across the entire project team.

De�ning Early Energy Analysis
It has long been understood that to design energy-ef�cient projects that meet high-performance building goals, it is

important to integrate energy analysis early in the design process. Too often, however, energy analysis still occurs too

late in the design process to provide its full bene�ts. Once decisions regarding programming, building massing, envelope

assemblies, and early mechanical system designs have been determined without an overlay of energy analysis feedback,

many projects miss out on critical information that could have helped to inform these decisions.

Because energy modeling originated as a type of analysis performed by mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP)

engineers to inform system sizing, this process traditionally �t later in the design process, when the design was

complete enough to make detailed decisions about HVAC systems. We now commonly use energy models and other

types of environmental analysis to study a wider range of performance factors, such as understanding the impact of

high-performance envelope assemblies, quality of space, and building operations. However, as illustrated in the

aforementioned AIA report, there is still too much of a disconnect between what is being learned through the analysis

process and what translates to the design team during critical decision-making phases. In part, this disconnect can be

attributed to the reality that the majority of energy analysis still does not directly involve the team members who own

the majority of early design decisions — architects.

In addition, we believe we are often not asking the most relevant questions of energy analysis in the early phases of

design to make it most useful. A key question that is too often left unanswered is: “What are the highest priority

optimization strategies for my speci�c project in its speci�c climate? And, how do we prioritize our effort to have the

greatest impact with the least cost?”

Exploring which design characteristics contribute most to total energy consumption on a speci�c project allows design

teams to identify the optimization strategies that will have the highest impact on energy reductions and to place less

focus on strategies that make little difference. For example, an early energy analysis could reveal that adding external

shading or increasing the thermal performance of the walls has much less impact than increasing the performance of

fenestration or the dramatic energy reductions possible with advanced mechanical systems, such as heat pump

technologies.

Understanding this potential early in design starts a dialogue between the architects and the appropriate specialists,

such as MEP engineers or envelope consultants, to explore advanced system options or �nd the right balance for

envelope assemblies and incorporate these assumptions into the early budget, increasing the ability to implement them

before these design decisions are set. This creates an informed, collaborative design process to explore energy-

reduction strategies at a high level, sparking conversation with various team members and engineers much earlier in

design than is typical.

Introducing the ENERGY.script
While there has been an explosion of new energy analysis software geared for architectural use in the last decade, it

was found through surveying HGA design teams that what was really needed was to develop and communicate a

process for architects to follow to execute an accurate energy analysis quickly, in early design.

Rather than reinvent the wheel and create new energy analysis software that could address the key energy analysis

questions identi�ed, HGA and Cause developed a customized early energy analysis work�ow called the ENERGY.script

utilizing open-sourced Grasshopper software: Ladybug and Honeybee (developed by Ladybug Tools), and Conduit

(developed by Proving Ground) to create a step-by-step energy analysis pathway that can be used entirely within the

Rhino design environment during planning and schematic design phases.

Ladybug and Honeybee consist of a series of open-source environmental analysis components, which allow a user to

set up and run a whole-building energy analysis, utilizing OpenStudio and EnergyPlus as the simulation engine, entirely

within the Grasshopper environment. Ladybug and Honeybee provide the ability to customize the energy model beyond

the capabilities of most early energy analysis software. However, because using these tools requires a user to create an

energy model entirely from scratch using visual scripting components, they are most often used by sustainability

specialists and analysts.

The intent of the ENERGY.script is to create an easy, accessible, and quick process for architecture teams to use this

powerful existing environmental design software without additional assistance.

The ENERGY.script takes 3D architectural geometry from Rhino to create a whole-building energy model directly in

Grasshopper. Design teams create their project geometry as a representative mass in Rhino and organize that massing

into major program types. Next, when an architectural user opens the ENERGY.script in the Grasshopper environment,

they are guided through a step-by-step process for creating an accurate energy model — selecting the climate �le,

assigning program assumptions to the massing model, determining envelope speci�cations, adding surrounding context,

and selecting a mechanical system to run an EnergyPlus simulation. After the simulation is complete, customized visual

graphics from the EnergyPlus simulation are displayed live in the Rhino environment (using Conduit), which design

teams can use to interpret key energy analysis results. The graphics help in identifying the highest priority optimization

strategies and understanding the energy breakdown and pEUI of a project.

The most important part of running the �rst “original” simulation is to give the design team an idea of which

optimization strategies will have the greatest impact. The results from an example project are shown in Figure 1. On the

far left is a bar chart illustrating the major energy use breakdowns. The center energy wheel takes these results a step

further by illustrating the speci�c loads that contribute to heating and cooling. The largest slices of the energy wheel are

the loads that contribute most greatly to overall energy use, allowing the design team to understand which strategies

will be most impactful to optimize.

In Figure 1, the design team discovered from the original simulation that the highest-priority strategies for energy-use

reductions were reducing heat loss through the glazing units, reducing electric plug loads, and incorporating energy

recovery ventilation.

FIGURE 1: The most important part of running the �rst “original” simulation is to give the design team an idea of which optimization strategies
will have the greatest impact. The results from an example project are shown here.

Image courtesy of HGA and Cause

From these �ndings, project teams can then explore the impact of implementing these strategies and others

(orientation, envelope performance, HVAC system type) in the optimization section of the ENERGY.script and run a

new EnergyPlus simulation to instantly see the impact of the design changes. In Figure 1, the design team tested the

impact of optimizing the highest-priority strategy and increased the performance of glazing from a code level (U-0.34)

to U-0.18. This one change resulted in a 27% reduction in total annual energy use, demonstrating the value of being

able to make an informed decision about what building factors to prioritize. They were also able to identify that

increasing the thermal performance of the wall assemblies above a code level had comparatively little impact on overall

energy performance and were able to eliminate that as a high-priority strategy to invest in on this project.

The ENERGY.script is intended to be primarily used by architects with the objective that it can help facilitate

conversations with engineers and specialist groups so these critical design conversations occur earlier in the design

process. Once the design team has explored both the original energy simulation and one or more optimizations and

targets are established, it is encouraged to reach out to specialists in the �eld of its major energy drivers to start a

technical conversation on how to reduce those loads.

As project teams begin the design development phase, they are encouraged to transition to energy analysis tools that

can model more detailed HVAC systems or expand the breadth of the analysis to study speci�c optimizations, such as

daylight simulation, envelope analysis, or façade optimization in more depth.

Figure 2: Daylighting and envelope highlighted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
MIT.nano building in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Image courtesy of HGA, photo credit ©Anton Grassl Photography

Addressing Existing Limitations
There are many early energy analysis software options available to architects today, and these tools are often very

useful for exploring early energy analysis. HGA chose to use Ladybug Tools to develop a custom Grasshopper work�ow

for the creation of the ENERGY.script to address some of the current limitations of other software tools.

FIGURE 3: Lower window-to-wall ratio buildings at the Performing Arts Center addition at St Bernard College in St Cloud, Minnesota. Image
courtesy of HGA/©Albert Vecerka/Esto

Here are a few advantages of this process:

Full customization of unique program types and building loads

Many early energy analysis software tools have limited options for space types or building program assumptions

(equipment, lighting, occupancy load, etc.). Being able to model unique space types and speci�c internal loads of the

building, even in early design, is critical to provide an accurate energy model.

The Solution: A primary advantage of creating a custom Grasshopper script with Ladybug Tools is the ability

to customize the tool to HGA project types and standards. We were able to create a library of speci�c program

types that are not commonly included in early energy analysis tools, such as performing and visual arts

centers, museums, and land ports of entry. We leveraged knowledge from designers and engineers at HGA to

create occupancy schedules and set lighting power and equipment power densities for each of the different

room types found in these types of buildings. Additionally, we worked with mechanical engineers at the �rm to

select a baseline mechanical system and some high-performance systems that align with systems typically

speci�ed at the �rm. These assumptions were all built into the background of the ENERGY.script, allowing for

design teams to simply select the space types applicable to their projects with the assurance the loads would

match what is typical on HGA projects.

Clear and engaging graphic output

Graphics provided to help interpret energy model results often are not visually engaging or clear enough to direct next

steps for the design team.

The Solution: Customized graphic output and illustrations were developed with the input of HGA design

teams to help users interpret key aspects of the energy analysis results with a focus on providing clear

guidance for which energy optimization strategies will be most impactful. Every project type and regional

location requires a unique set of strategies to reduce energy use, and the ENERGY.script helps architects build

�uency in these methods.

An understandable pathway for exploring optimizations

While options are provided in most software to explore a variety of building optimizations (envelope changes,

mechanical system changes, operations), the programs lack a clear process design teams can follow to explore these

optimizations in an informed and strategic way. This often leads to a guess-and-check method of exploring

optimizations. This is especially frustrating to users who are new to energy analysis and often leads to the

abandonment of the tools because the strategies they expected to make an impact do not, and other possible strategies

are unclear.

The Solution: The step-by-step process and graphic results guide the design team through a process of setting

up both an original energy analysis and an optimized energy analysis, allowing the design team to create the

energy analysis independently and, with con�dence, ensure it follows a vetted process. Graphic output is

designed to provide architects with a list of optimization priorities — a starting point for exploring the most

impactful strategies �rst and then instantly seeing a side-by-side comparison.  

Energy analysis process is entirely in the design environment

Most early energy analysis software requires designers to use a separate web application to perform the energy

analysis after geometry is created, taking the process out of the 3D modeling environment and disconnecting it from

future project geometry changes.  

The Solution: The entire process of setting up and running the energy analysis within the ENERGY.script is

done directly within the native design environment, Rhino, and Grasshopper. It does not require the design

team to export geometry to a separate web application and get to know an unfamiliar interface.

Cost

Almost all current early energy analysis software comes at a cost to design teams, usually ranging from $1,500-$2,000

per seat. This limits the ability for a design �rm to provide open access to all employees and scale the application of

energy analysis on all projects.

The Solution: By utilizing open-source software, the investment in using this tool can be focused entirely on

current and future development. The use of the ENERGY.script can be scaled across the �rm affordably, and

improvements can continue to be made based on user feedback.

FIGURE 4: A façade with adjustments to minimize energy gain shown at Carleton College’s Weitz
Center for the Arts in North�eld, Minnesota.

Image courtesy of HGA, photo credit ©Albert Vecerka/Esto

Broader Applications
This early energy analysis work�ow is the �rst in what HGA hopes will be a full library of customized template

Grasshopper work�ows that can support the design process and put the power of environmental analysis in the hands

of design teams. Future potential work�ows include climate visualization, building form optimization, early daylight

analysis, thermal comfort analysis, renewable energy analysis, and façade optimization.

In addition, custom components can be developed through Python coding to expand the capabilities of the

ENERGY.script or other work�ows as needed. The open-source nature of this work�ow leaves a lot of room for

expansion and improvements as HGA continues to test out the tool and re�ne it.

While creating custom templates for common environmental design work�ows is typical among sustainability

consultants, it's still new to many architectural designers. The intent of the ENERGY.script work�ow is to vet a

replicable process for design teams who have little or no previous experience doing energy analysis — and then to

connect the power of these customizable tools to a broader population of architectural design teams.

The ENERGY.script encourages interdisciplinary design and construction teams to engage with specialists earlier which

enables design teams to better integrate their input and achieve project goals, whether those goals are focused on

energy ef�ciency and carbon reductions, occupant well-being, or other sustainability and adaptation goals.

Molly Eagen, AIA, CPHC, LEED AP BD+C  
Molly Eagen is founder of Cause, a sustainable design consultancy focused on connecting creative
design process with the power of building performance information. Cause develops close
collaboration with clients, the architectural team, and diverse disciplines to identify the unique
sustainable design opportunities of each project and develop solutions which minimize
environmental impact and enhance human experience and well-being through design.

Elizabeth LeRiche  
Elizabeth LeRiche is a sustainability specialist at HGA. As a founding signatory of AIA2030 and a
signatory of SE2050, HGA is committed to meeting clients’ sustainability goals and challenging our
industry. HGA has developed an integrated approach to designing a sustainable future that yields
inventive, ef�cient, and humane responses to the profound challenges of our time.
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Engineering Ethics in
the Built Environment

A rationalization of 'we’ve done it this way all the time'
doesn’t make something right or ethical.

By Steven G. Liescheidt, P.E., CDT, CCS, CCPR

FIGURE 1: Business decisions are made for a variety of reasons, including cost of construction, energy costs, operating costs, owner
preferences, past experiences, and industry trends, just to mention a few.

 Photo courtesy of Unsplash

Ethical conduct; how hard can it be? Just do the “right” thing. The cliché, “take the high road” could apply to every entity

in the building HVAC industry. But, what is the high road? What is the right thing to do?

This article attempts to share some insights into the subject of ethics in the HVAC construction industry. While not

implying that there are any general or speci�c ethical issues that need to be corrected, this article intends to bring to

light the potential of unethical behavior and fraudulent activity that could occur.

The building industry encompasses a lot of professional engineers, architects, consultants, facility owners, contractors,

suppliers, manufacturers, code of�cials, and other members of the building team. As a building goes from the

conceptual phase all the way through design, plan review, bidding, construction, inspection, commissioning, etc., many

decisions are made. These decisions are made for a variety of reasons, including cost of construction, energy costs,

operating costs, owner preferences, past experiences, and industry trends, just to mention a few. Decisions are made

based on whether the information provided is factual, �ctitious, or skewed with bias.

The more people and business entities that are involved, the more opportunity for ethical issues to arise. One doesn’t

have to research too much in the building industry to �nd opportunities and examples of ethical boundary

infringements. In some cases, there may be a question of whether ethical issues do indeed cross over into fraudulent

(illegal) activities. Continued ethical boundary infringement may become part of “it’s just business” or “real-world

rationalization" and evolve into a �rm's "corporate culture." A rationalization of “we’ve done it this way all the time”

doesn’t make something right or ethical.

Although making a pro�t is a fundamental and essential goal of a business, there are times when making a pro�t at all

costs entices individuals and companies to take risks. Risk of embarrassing situations are one thing, but risk of crossing

into illegal (fraudulent) actions can ruin lives and companies.

In sales, whether selling professional services, contracting services, or HVAC products, there is a need for marketing.

Marketing, in and of itself, is part of any business. The more aggressive the marketing tends to be, the greater the risk of

crossing boundaries of making claims that may or may not be fully true or deliverable. Purposely deceitful and

deceptive marketing may seem acceptable by some who are not actually part of a particular profession but are hired to

do the marketing, win contracts, and are compensated accordingly. The best marketing follows the Keep It Defendable

(KID) principle.

Obviously, bribery and other favor exchanges can be direct violations of ethics and can quickly cross legal lines, but it

may happen more often than is realized and not known. This can happen in many ways, including a direct or indirect

kick-back by the procurement of�cer to the sales person of a product or by the sales person of a product back to the

procurement of�cer either in direct cash payments behind the scene or favors, such as elaborate vacations or

entertainment, that are pre-agreed upon or not discussed but clearly understood in their delivery.

When it comes to ethics, there are many de�nitions, guidelines, and opinions. Some may interchange the words ethics

and morals. There may be one distinct clear de�nition of ethics by one source, but it can be hard to prove or disprove

what is proper behavior when it comes to ethics, even when the de�nition seems clear.

De�nitions
The de�nitions for ethics, fraud, and morals can be found in a variety of sources. For the purpose of this article, the

de�nitions noted below are provided as a basis of discussion using the Merriam-Webster dictionary.

Ethics: The discipline dealing with what is good and bad and with moral duty and obligation. The principles of conduct

governing an individual or a group. A guiding philosophy.

Morals: Of or relating to principles of right and wrong in behavior. Expressing or teaching right behavior. Conforming to

a standard of right behavior.

Fraud: Intentional perversion of truth in order to induce another to part with something of value or to surrender a legal

right. An act of deceiving or misrepresenting.

Motivation and Guidelines
What motivates people to do unethical things? There are several motivational theories for human behavior. Motivation

in and of itself is considered to be a good positive aspect of human behavior. However, if the motivation is for improper

gain, then the motivation can cause behavior, such as poor ethical behavior or fraudulent conduct, which can be a bad

thing for those involved.

Many times, the motivation and decision-making within an organization is rationalized as it is “just business,” or “we’ve

always done it that way.” There will likely always be a segment of any industry that will push the limits and even test the

boundaries of ethical conduct. When actions are considered as “just business” with no oversight, boundaries can be

crossed from ethical to fraudulent actions. A “group think” mentality and business culture can, and does at times, set in.

Project Team Ethics
During the beginning of the design and construction phases of a building project, it may be good for an owner to

assemble the project team to have a discussion of ethical standards from multiple perspectives, including the ethical

standards of the facility owner, who, ultimately, is paying everyone else on the project team directly or indirectly. Just

about every segment of the building industry has a society or association that has codes of ethics and conduct for its

members. Not every company on the project team may be a member of an industry organization, so they may or may

not be aware of these guidelines; however, that does not give them an excuse for unethical behavior.

Every state has a statute de�ning the ethical code of conduct for professional engineers (P.Es.) that must be adhered to.

The title of P.E. is given upon completion of a state examination process that is an indication of competency. There will

be many who use the word engineer in their titles, on marketing literature, and on business cards; however, they may

not be P.Es. Even those who graduate from accredited engineering universities may state they are engineers yet they

are not P.Es. as de�ned by state statues. The use of the word engineer in a title without being a P.E. can be an ethical

issue when the client does not understand the difference, and it is not explained. Many times, very good graduate

engineers who are not P.Es. have jobs as designers.

The National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE) has a code of ethics for engineers that their members are made

aware of as P.Es. This code can be found at www.nspe.org. The preamble of the NSPE code of ethics for engineers

states: “Engineering is an important and learned profession. As members of this profession, engineers are expected to

exhibit the highest standards of honesty and integrity. Engineering has a direct and vital impact on the quality of life for

all people. Accordingly, the services provided by engineers require honesty, impartiality, fairness, and equity and must

be dedicated to the protection of the public health, safety, and welfare. Engineers must perform under a standard of

professional behavior that requires adherence to the highest principles of ethical conduct.”

The expectation of the NSPE is that members abide by the highest principles of ethical conduct. The balance of the code

of ethics document goes on to elaborate on this expectation. The NSPE website has a history of the code of ethics for

engineers dating back to 1935, so it's clear the discussion of ethical conduct has been important in professional

engineering for many years.

FIGURE 2: Although making a pro�t is a fundamental and essential goal of a business, there are times when making a pro�t at all costs can
put individuals and companies at risk.

 Photo courtesy of Pixabay

According to the American Institute of Architects (AIA) website, organization members must comply with a set of

ethical standards. The AIA website states: “The preamble to the AIA's code of ethics describes the principles upon

which the code of ethics is based and includes a brief summary of the document. It provides that members of the AIA

are dedicated to the highest standards of professionalism, integrity, and competence. This code states guidelines for the

conduct of members in ful�lling those obligations. The code is arranged in three tiers of statements: canons, ethical

standards, and rules of conduct. Canons are broad principles of conduct. Ethical standards (ES) are more speci�c goals

toward which members should aspire in professional performance and behavior. Rules of conduct are mandatory; a

violation of a rule is grounds for disciplinary action by the institute. Rules of conduct, in some instances, implement

more than one canon or ethical standard.

The American Marketing Association (AMA) also has a statement of ethics. The preamble to the AMA's statement of

ethics begins with the following statement: “The American Marketing Association commits itself to promoting the

highest standard of professional ethical norms and values for its members (practitioners, academics, and students).

Norms are established standards of conduct that are expected and maintained by society and/or professional

organizations. Values represent the collective conception of what communities �nd desirable, important, and morally

proper.”

The full document can be found on the AMA website. Although it’s not mandatory that manufacturers of HVAC

products be members of the AMA, it is good to know that there is at least one marketing association that has a

statement of ethics that could be used as a basis of specifying HVAC product manufacturers’ credentials just like a

product performance standard or a business process standard.

Another source of information on business ethics is Business Ethics, a magazine of corporate responsibility. Although

this is just one of many sources, this one is noted here because of its inclusion of the word “responsibility.” With

authority, there is responsibility. There have been legal cases in the United States in recent years where corporate

leaders at the highest level have been arrested and jailed due to corporate responsibility failures relating to ethics and

fraud. These cases have cost their customers millions of dollars. Although Business Ethics’ online magazine is focused on

the investment community, the principles and topics of discussion can apply to any business, including those in the

HVAC construction industry.

In addition to some of the organizations noted above, there are others, like the Associated Air Balance Council

Commissioning Group (ACG); Design-Build Institute of America (DBIA); American Society of Mechanical Engineers

(ASME); American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE); Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE); America Supply

Association (ASA); Association for Manufacturing Excellence (AME); International Facility Management Association

(IFMA); Manufacturers' Agents National Association (MANA); Construction Management Association of America

(CMAA; and many others. Overall, it appears that no matter what segment of the building industry a company or

individual operates in, there are guidelines for acceptable ethical conduct. It's not just the HVAC engineering profession

that has ethics guidelines. Many states and organizations, such as the National Institutes of Health (NIH), U.S.

Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) have ethical standards in writing

also. In general, there is no excuse for any business in the HVAC building industry to not have an ethical code of conduct

to follow and have as part of a corporate policy.

There are also multiple manufacturers’ trade associations for a variety of HVAC product categories that have

memberships of only manufacturers of those speci�c products. These trade associations are marketed as self-

monitoring to hold all members accountable to proper product testing procedures. Whether it be fans, boilers, gas-�red

products, pumps, etc., the members know each other and understand the business pressures each has. These

organizations can be active in lobbying for various codes and standard criteria that can make their businesses more

pro�table if not held accountable to changes needed for the betterment of society. However, this creates an opportunity

for ethical issues to arise within a manufacturers’ trade association with no outside oversight.

Points to Ponder
Building teams should consider engaging in a thought-provoking discussion on ethics at the beginning of a project.

Some points to ponder and consider might be as noted herein.

In what ways might an owner be tempted to cross ethical or fraudulent lines in the building design and

construction?

In what ways might an architect be tempted to cross ethical lines in the building design?

In what ways might a professional engineer be tempted to cross ethical lines in the design or product selection

and speci�cations that might give a favored manufacturers’ representative an advantage on bid day?

What are ways in which intellectual property may be unethically taken from another professional engineer or

source?

In what ways might a general contractor be tempted to cross ethical lines in the bidding and construction

process and working with code authorities?

In what ways might a subcontractor be tempted to cross ethical lines in the building process and product

purchases and installations?

In what ways might a professional engineer be challenged ethically when working for a design-build

contractor?

In what ways might a sales representative/supplier be tempted to cross ethical lines when promoting products

to P.Es. and facility owners?

In what way might an HVAC product manufacturer misrepresent the product in either verbal or written

marketing materials that are provided to professional engineers, architects, and facility owners?

In what ways might a code of�cial be tempted to cross ethical lines when working with contractors in an effort

to get the project completed on time?

Are the engineers, contractors, or facility owners under the in�uence of a manufacturer or product

representative because they accepted inappropriate “gifts,” such as meals, tickets to sporting events, trips, or

other things that may cause unethical judgement and not allow fair competition by others?

Is the engineer working and/or sealing documents outside of their area of expertise and not fully providing

engineering oversight of the engineering design decisions as required by state statute?

Conclusion
A good business foundational principle might be, “If we can’t do it ethically, we won’t do it” for every business in the

building industry. It may sometime seem that society has reached a point where it is dif�cult to have a business operate

on the principles of integrity, honesty, trustworthiness, and good ethics.

Is it necessary for a business to be unethical to make a pro�t in today’s competitive global economy? If so, maybe

society and the world needs to reevaluate what is really important to operate a successful company. If each individual

would be mindful of their own actions and also be the ethical eyes within the company they work for, then the bar of

expectation would continue to rise worldwide. It’s not easy to take on the role of the ethics whistleblower in a company

when pro�ts are good. Pro�ts lead to increased compensation, potential bonuses, and job security.

The cliché of Keep It Simple (KIS) may sometimes be a challenge in the study of ethics. Ethics are not always simple. The

KID principle should never be compromised in company policy, culture, or expectations of those within the company.

Steven G. Liescheidt, P.E., CDT, CCS, CCPR
Steven G. Liescheidt is owner of SPPECSS Consulting LLC. He can be reached at
stevengl1@sbcglobal.net.
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Ventilation Is Fundamental
to Achieving Safer Air in

Schools
Children in classrooms with higher outdoor air ventilation rates tend to achieve
higher scores on standardized tests in math and reading than children in poorly

ventilated classrooms.

By Mike Wolf, P.E.

Given the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, the importance of indoor air quality (IAQ) to ensure safe, breathable air in

schools has never been more important. Approximately 55 million people, including students, teachers, and support

staff, are inside our nation’s K-12 school buildings daily.1 In addition to viral transmission, poor IAQ can cause long- and

short-term health problems due to increased indoor pollutants, such as dust, allergens, carbon dioxide, and volatile

organic compounds (VOCs), released by various synthetic building materials. Effective and ef�cient ventilation is the

foundation to improving IAQ in schools.

Proper ventilation and good IAQ also improve students' academic performance. Several studies have proven that

children in classrooms with higher outdoor air ventilation rates tend to achieve higher scores on standardized tests in

math and reading than children in poorly ventilated classrooms.2 Poor ventilation in the form of inadequate air

exchanges per hour (ACH) increases absenteeism and negatively impacts the overall health and productivity of teachers

and staff.

A well-designed and maintained HVAC system is often the best solution to assure healthy air quality indoors.

Unfortunately, many school HVAC systems fall short of being effective. A vast majority of school buildings in the U.S.

are 20-50 years old and fail to meet current ventilation requirements. Likewise, many newer buildings also have

technologically outdated HVAC systems or do not meet current codes. A Government Accountability Of�ce (GAO)

survey reports that, of the school districts surveyed, 41%, or about 36,000 schools, need to update or replace current

HVAC equipment.3 Given the value of good ventilation to mitigate the risk of COVID, it's more important than ever to

focus on the design and implementation of energy-ef�cient ventilation systems that deliver fresh, conditioned air and

dilute air contaminants in schools.

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), good IAQ management in schools consists of the

inundation and distribution of outdoor air, control of airborne pollutants, and adequate indoor temperature and relative

humidity levels.4 Let’s take a closer look at these, along with the ventilation equipment that provides these functions.

Ventilation
Ensuring good IAQ in classrooms is critical to student health and performance. A 2016 Harvard University study

showed improvements in IAQ led to a 61%-101% increase in cognitive learning.5 Paramount to good IAQ is the supply

of oxygen-rich conditioned outdoor air and the exhaust of stale, spent air. This fresh outdoor air helps to remove indoor

air contaminants, including particulate matter, VOCs, and pathogens, and reduces the carbon dioxide levels in a space.

Unfortunately, a recent study showed that 87 out of 100 classrooms have ventilation rates below what is

recommended to keep students healthy.6

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) cites standards established by ASHRAE when developing its guidelines to

ensure the health and safety of building occupants. In particular, Standard 62.1, “Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air

Quality” sets recommendations for ventilation rates in schools at between 10 and 20 cubic feet per minute (cfm) (5-10

L/s) per person.7 These recommendations are adopted by many state codes and are considered minimum ventilation

rates to maintain acceptable IAQ levels.

In the context of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19 infections, some studies suggest that current code-

mandated ventilation rates are inadequate and need to be increased to ensure occupant health and safety. A recent

study from the University of Illinois used a model linking carbon dioxide produced by occupants to the infection risk

from SARS-CoV-2. While carbon dioxide measurement is not a perfect metric for overall IAQ, it provides a reasonable

metric of the respiration rates of the occupants and the respiratory droplets and aerosols in the air. The University of

Illinois model quanti�es infection probability and spread throughout a building based upon occupancy type, face mask

usage and effectiveness, vaccine effectiveness, and other factors. The �ndings from this study show that increasing

ventilation rates to reduce carbon dioxide levels below 800 ppm is equivalent to doubling code-required minimum

ventilation rates and can reduce viral transmission throughout a building.8

Air Distribution
Once fresh outdoor air is introduced into a building space, proper air distribution ensures the air is circulating

throughout the space effectively. Air is a primary carrier of heat, moisture, and airborne contaminants. The �ow path of

the supply air plays an important role in determining the �ow path of airborne pathogens in a space. The air�ow

pattern, temperature distribution, and concentration of contaminants, including the �ow path of airborne pathogens,

can depend on several interrelated factors, including the location and type of diffuser throws, supply air temperature,

and size and location of room return grilles. Computational �uid dynamic (CFD) studies have shown that the design of a

ventilation system and the resulting air�ow patterns play a more important role in controlling the �ow path of

contaminants than just the supply air�ow rate or ACH alone.9 A properly designed air distribution system will ensure

fresh supply air reaches the breathing zone while drawing stagnant, contaminated air away from the breathing zone.

Equipment Considerations for School Ventilation Systems
Dedicated Outdoor Air Systems (DOAS) and Energy Recovery Equipment — DOAS) can deliver fully conditioned

(heated, cooled, humidi�ed) outdoor air at the precise level needed to maintain a healthy and comfortable environment.

Operating costs related to increasing ventilation rates to deliver safer air in schools can be minimized by DOAS systems

with energy recovery capabilities. Incorporating energy recovery with DOAS equipment can reduce the sensible and

latent loads on the system by up to 80%. When increasing ventilation rates to improve IAQ, energy recovery

technologies can help to minimize HVAC operational costs. The result is doubly bene�cial — improved IAQ and a

reduction in HVAC operating costs.

FIGURE 1: Optimum Humidity Range for Human Comfort and Health Source: 2016 ASHRAE HVAC Systems and Equipment
Handbook, Chapter 22

Photo courtesy of 2016 ASHRAE HVAC Systems and Equipment Handbook, Chapter 22

Using HVAC technologies like DOAS and/or incorporating exhaust energy recovery allows a school’s ventilation system

to easily exceed the minimum recommended ventilation rate and allows for better control of air temperature and

humidity throughout the building. In addition to keeping students and staff more comfortable and productive, studies

show that maintaining relative humidity between 40%-60% will reduce the potential for airborne viral transmission

(see Figure 1). Utilizing energy recovery with a DOAS will help reduce the cost to humidify or dehumidify ventilation air.

Supplemental humidi�cation and/or dehumidi�cation may also be required to maintain humidi�cation levels that reduce

the concentration of pathogens.

Air Filters — Air �ltration is another tool to improve IAQ. HVAC systems typically utilize �lters with a minimum

ef�ciency reporting value (MERV) rating of 8. MERV-8 �lters are effective at capturing large particles, such as dust and

pollen, but are not effective at capturing smaller pathogens (see Figure 2). ASHRAE’s Epidemic Task Force (ETF)

recommends upgrading to HVAC �lters with a MERV-13 rating or higher. MERV-13 �lters can capture approximately

85% of airborne respiratory particles.10 When upgrading to MERV-13 or higher �lters, it’s important to consider the

increased resistance to air�ow. Given that most fans are selected based on the pressure drop of a “loaded” �lter,

existing fans are typically capable of handling the increased resistance of a MERV-13 �lter. However, because the

higher MERV-13 �lters will capture more particulates, they will need to be changed more frequently than MERV-8

�lters. In rare applications, it may be necessary to increase fan motor size and/or reinforce duct work resulting from

higher �lter pressure drop.

FIGURE 2: MERV �lter particle capture effectiveness.

Grilles, Registers, Diffusers (GRDs) — Grilles, registers, and diffusers play an important role in air distribution. Grilles

cover duct openings where air is removed from an indoor space and returned to the HVAC system for reconditioning or

exhausted from the building. Registers supply conditioned air into the indoor space, while diffusers push conditioned air

into the space in a set pattern for optimal air�ow distribution. Consult ASHRAE Standard 55, “Thermal Environmental

Conditions for Human Occupancy,” for guidance on how to account for air temperature, radiant air temperature, air

speed, and humidity when determining the placement and number of grilles, registers, and diffusers in a given space.

High-Volume, Low-Speed (HVLS) Fans — HVLS fans can also help improve air distribution, especially in large common

areas within a school building, such as gymnasiums, auditoriums, and cafeterias. The Air Movement and Control

Association Intl. (AMCA) recently commissioned numerical-simulation studies of airborne particle and aerosol

transmission with large-diameter ceiling fans (another name for HVLS fans) and concluded that running HVLS fans

continuously and at high speeds helps to dilute particle concentrations near building occupants.11

Additive Technologies/Equipment — Additive technologies can be an option to supplement the proven foundational

HVAC IAQ technologies of ventilation, �ltration, and humidi�cation. Examples of additive technologies include

electronic air cleaners (e.g., bipolar ionization), chemical air cleaners (involving physisorption or chemisorption), and

reactive air cleaners (e.g., ultraviolet germicidal irradiation [UVGI]). New applications combine UV-C lighting with air

movement provided by overhead HVLS fans to deactivate airborne viruses and bacteria (see Figure 3). Studies have

shown that ceiling fans can increase the effectiveness of upper-room UVGI devices by more than 60% when used

together due to the improvement in air mixing and distribution provided by the fans.12

FIGURE 3. UV-C lighting combined with the air movement of overhead fans has shown increased deactivation of airborne pathogens.

Should it be necessary to use additive technologies in a school HVAC system, consider the target contaminants, the

location (in-room versus in-duct), independent third-party performance veri�cation, and/or clinical studies that assure

and verify performance in similar applications. And, lastly, con�rm that the device and technology have undergone

proper safety testing in school environments.

Third-Party Performance Veri�cation
When evaluating and specifying any new HVAC equipment, make sure manufacturer performance claims are veri�ed by

an independent third-party certi�ed ratings program. Several trade associations, such as AMCA; the Air-Conditioning,

Heating, and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI); and the Home Ventilating Institute (HVI), have excellent performance

certi�cation programs in place to ensure manufacturers’ products perform as speci�ed. Specifying independent third-

party performance certi�cation is the best way for design engineers, installing contractors, and owners to hold

manufacturers accountable for equipment performance speci�cations.

Importance of Energy Ef�ciency
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, HVAC systems typically account for approximately 35% of the energy

usage in commercial buildings. To minimize HVAC operating costs when incorporating IAQ upgrades, it's important to

consider the latest edition of ASHRAE 90.1, “Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings.”

Following ASHRAE 90.1 guidelines will help minimize energy costs and ensure upgrades meet local energy

requirements. It's also important to note that DOE requires all states certify that local energy codes comply with the

latest edition of 90.1. ASHRAE 90.1 is updated on three-year intervals, and DOE requires all states meet or exceed the

ef�ciency levels of 90.1-2019 by July 28, 2023.

Engineering for Schools
Many schools are missing the latest technological advancements designed to bring fresh outdoor air into their buildings

to improve health and save energy. Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief (ESSER) funds are available

now to allow for maintenance and upgrades to school HVAC systems. Ef�cient ventilation and effective air distribution

are time-tested and proven strategies to help improve IAQ and mitigate risks associated with airborne pathogens.

Utilizing newer, energy-saving HVAC technologies allows schools to meet and exceed the recommended ventilation

requirements while minimizing operating costs.
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Connect2Fab MEP Design and Fabrication Application – Trimble
Trimble introduced Trimble Connect2Fab, a web-based application within the Trimble® Connect® collaboration

platform that enables a seamless connection between design and fabrication work�ows for mechanical, electrical, and

plumbing (MEP) contractors. Using an intuitive interface, Connect2Fab provides unparalleled visibility into, and control

over, work packages and spool drawings that are sent to the fabrication shop and then to the �eld. This empowers

teams to work with maximum transparency, streamlining traditionally cumbersome work�ows and enabling

stakeholders to execute data-driven decisions throughout a project’s life cycle.

Using Connect2Fab, shop and �eld personnel do not need modeling experience or CAD platform access to create or

modify spools. Now, users can create spool drawings and set endpoints directly in Connect2Fab based on what works

for the fabrication and installation teams, reducing bottlenecks between design and fabrication teams.

Trimble 
 https://construction.trimble.com

TDFi-RT Fan Inlet Air�ow Measurement Device – Ruskin
Ruskin’s TDFi-RT (Thermal Dispersion Fan Inlet – Real Time) is a unique air measurement device for fan inlets utilizing

thermal dispersion technology to establish both air�ow rate and air temperature for a building’s automation system.

This information allows the building’s automation system to automatically control speed of the supply, return, or

exhaust fans and adjust damper positions to maintain HVAC air�ow requirements.  

The TDFi-RT uses standoff cantilevered sensor mounting to properly position the sensors in the airstream and

minimize hardware located in the fan’s inlet. This mounting concept allows the sensors to measure air�ow rate by

monitoring both the rate at which heat is dispersed from its heated thermistor and the overall ambient temperature of

the air entering the fan from its passive thermistor. One or two sensors can be used per fan inlet. The TDFi-RT air

measurement system can collect information from up to 16 fans — and even from one or more air-handling units when

using the BACnet network interface. On a fan array, the air�ow from each individual fan can be monitored to help

pinpoint a failed fan in the system.

Ruskin 
 www.ruskin.com    

00e VR Series ECM Circulators – Taco Comfort Solutions
Taco’s new VR Series high-ef�ciency electronically commutated motor (ECM) cast-iron or stainless steel circulators

offer a wide range of low-, medium-, or high-head options in sizes from 1/3-2 horsepower (hp). Easy, intuitive settings

and operation will appeal to installers for a broad range of uses, including HVAC, hot water recirculation, and NSF

commercial hot applications.

00e VR circulators provide an easy-to-program pump interface with real-time feedback.  Modbus, BACnet, and 0-

10Vdc + pulse width modulation (PWM) are standard. The circulators provide 62 feet max head and up to 320 GPM

�ow. They are NSF/ANSI 61 + 372 commercial hot certi�ed. 
 

The circulators are also equipped with ASHRAE’s 2019 Software Innovation Award-winning Taco Tags, providing vital

product/application information instantly to phones or other mobile devices. 
 

Taco Comfort Solutions
 www.tacocomfort.com  

Gas Monitoring Devices – Belimo
Commercial-grade gas monitoring devices are factory-calibrated and can measure up to two different gases

simultaneously. All monitors offer CAN bus communication allowing daisy-chain installation of up to 32 devices. These

monitors can easily be assigned to sites for wiring and installation. Enhanced communication enables expanded system

integration and BMS control with the addition of BACnet MS/TP on select models.

The universal robust enclosure features an electronic display with an audible and visual alarm; it’s easily con�gured

operation with adjustable alarm relays, indicators, and strobes allow for on-demand ventilation and relay activation;

and it’s able to reduce cabling with a daisy-chain network of up to 32 devices.

Belimo 
 www.belimo.com

SiteLine Building Controls – Daikin Applied
Daikin Applied introduced SiteLine™ Building Controls — a portfolio of scalable, cloud-based technologies to

effortlessly connect, monitor, and manage both individual pieces of HVAC equipment and integrated building systems.

With SiteLine, building owners and operators have the tools and insights to optimize performance, improve indoor air

quality, and trim energy use and carbon emissions.

The SiteLine portfolio currently includes three offerings to meet a range of needs, including SiteLine for Dedicated

Equipment, SiteLine for Wireless Building Automation System (BAS) and SiteLine for Pre-Programmed BAS.

The new controls portfolio provides complete transparency into the entire HVAC ecosystem to help create comfortable

and sustainable environments where people work and live. Intuitive dashboards keep facility personnel connected to

their operations at all times and arms them with data to drive ef�ciency and lower costs while maintaining comfort.

Daikin Applied 
 www.daikinapplied.com

QEI Mixed Flow Fan – Greenheck
Greenheck’s QEI mixed �ow fans are now available with aluminum and spark-resistance Type-A material construction

options. The expanded construction material offering combined with the QEI’s high-ef�ciency mixed �ow wheel makes

it a great solution for challenging exhaust air applications. The aluminum material option, including an aluminum mixed

�ow impeller wheel, inlet cone, housing, and straightening vanes, is ideal for high-humidity environments and corrosive

environments, where aluminum is a better option than coated steel. The aluminum construction also reduces the fan’s

overall weight for easier handling as well as structural concerns within a facility. Spark-resistance Type A construction

adds shaft seals, nonferrous shaft covers, and welded tubular housing to ensure there are no spark-causing materials in

the airstream, making it suitable for �ammable applications, such as dust, gases, or vapors. Belt-drive model QEI, direct

drive model QEID, and the QEID-FJ FumeJet® are Air Movement and Control Association (AMCA) licensed for sound

and air performance and Fan Energy Index (FEI).

Greenheck 
 www.greenheck.com  

Airstage Integration Manager VRF Hardware Platform – Fujitsu General
America Inc.
For use with Airstage VRF systems, Fujitsu General America Inc. is introducing its Airstage Integration Manager™,

optimized for the Niagara Framework by Tridium Inc.    

A dramatic evolution in the integration of Airstage systems, this new controller features a new global design that

functions with legacy systems and is also scalable for future needs.

The Airstage Integration Manager is a compact controller and integration platform for connecting Airstage VRF and

devices to any commercial building management system (BMS).  It is compatible with all Airstage VRF models and

includes a guided con�guration tool, basic monitoring and control functions, an alarm console, and cloud-based access.

The licensing model for the Airstage Integration Manager controller is simple and features native Airstage and standard

open-protocol drivers, including BACnet, LonWorks, and Modbus. Optional IO and �eld bus expansion modules provide

�exibility and expandability.

Fujitsu General America Inc.  
 www.fujitsugeneral.com

Model ES-1 and ES-2 Sprinkler Shields – Tyco
Johnson Controls introduces the Tyco Model ES-1 and ES-2 Sprinkler Shields for the protection of in-rack early

suppression fast response (ESFR) sprinklers in storage facilities and warehouses. The all-metal shields work to protect

sprinkler elements from cold soldering, which occurs when cascading water from ceiling-mounted and high-mounted,

in-rack sprinklers cool down and inhibits the operation of in-rack sprinklers mounted at lower heights.  

As storage ceiling and rack heights continue to trend higher and hold higher-hazard material, like non-expanded and

expanded plastics, the need for in-rack sprinklers has increased. When used in conjunction with ceiling protection, in-

rack ESFRs have become an integral component in an overall �re protection solution. FM datasheets 8-9 and 8-34 now

require that when multiple levels of ESFR sprinklers are used, the sprinklers below the highest level have shields to

protect them from getting wet should a sprinkler above them operate.  

“ESFR pendent sprinklers now have an FM-approved shield for in-rack storage applications to help ensure proper

function when used in combination with ceiling protection,” said Don Ricca, global product director, Johnson Controls.

“The shields provide a dry atmosphere, allowing sprinkler elements to operate as designed, even when surrounded by

falling water from sprinklers mounted higher in the rack or on the ceiling.”  

The sprinkler shields are designed for use with Tyco Model ESFR pendent sprinklers. The ES-1 Shield is designed for a

thread size of 3/4-inch and works with ESFR-14 and ESFR-17 sprinklers. The ES-2 Shield is designed for a thread size

of 1 inch and works with ESFR-22 and ESFR-25 sprinklers.

Tyco 
 www.tyco-�re.com
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Begin the Closeout of the
Project at the Start  

Intelligent engineers always start with the end in mind.

By Howard McKew, P.E., FASHRAE

SCROLL

For those consulting engineers and HVAC contractors involved in a client’s building program there are �ve project

delivery methods to take this program to fruition. These delivery methods, based on ASHRAE 2020 Handbook, HVAC

Systems and Equipment, Chapter 1, Figure 1. Process Flow Diagram are:

Design-Bid-Build (D-B-B);

Design-Build (D-B);

Construction Management (CM);

Integrated Project Delivery (IPD); and

Performance Contracting.

Dropping off performance contract as a hybrid project delivery, the other four methods all share the same project close

out requirements:  

HVAC equipment and system training;

Operation and maintenance (O&M) manuals;

Preventive maintenance (PM) work orders (not always a contract document requirement); and

Warranty.  

Image courtesy of Pixabay

I have a favorite phrase: “Begin to close out the project at the start” that usually doesn’t occur to the client’s detriment.

Historically, training, O&M manuals, and warranties are part of the contractor’s close out phase as the construction job

nears its end. I always ask, “Why is that?”

In the “preconstruction phase,” which begins soon after the client and contractor sign an owner-contractor contract, the

equipment submittals begin to come in from manufacturers. The HVAC contractor and design engineer, in that order,

are required to review and approve submittals for the project based on the contract documents (drawings and

speci�cation).  

After all approvals, equipment will begin to show up on-site based on the contractor’s installation, startup, and

commissioning schedule. Simultaneously, the client’s facility staff will begin to receive instructions and O&M manuals.

The warranty documents usually don’t show up on the client’s desk until the job is completed, and, often, individual

equipment warranties may not even make that submission.

So, why do contractors wait until the very end, when the close out process can begin immediately after the various

HVAC equipment submittals are approved in the pre-construction phase? Years ago, an HVAC contractor’s project

manager told me, “That is the process so why change it?” I’ve always advocated the following be inserted into the up-

front general conditions and supplementary conditions:

Within 45 days after equipment submittal approval, the contractor shall submit the following to the consulting engineer:

Equipment O&M manuals, including parts and material, trouble-shooting checklist, adjustments, etc.
Not always speci�ed by others, I would always require each equipment manufacturer to �ll in a standardized PM work
order template that included space for special instructions, tools to bring, tasks, and frequency needed to maintain the
equipment throughout the year.
Training schedule, along with a training agenda via PowerPoint, that includes prerequisites the facility staff had to
read/review the approved submittal, the approved O&M manual, etc. in advance of training that may occur on-site, in
the classroom, and/or require a trip to the factory.
Warranty document(s) with the start date left blank until the client accepts the project and/or equipment.

Unlike D-B-B, the CM, D-B, and IPD project delivery methods offer the best means to “begin to close out the project at

the start,” because the communication lines between the client, design team, and construction team are far better than

D-B-B.

Howard McKew, P.E., FASHRAE
Reach Howard McKew at hmckew@bss-consultant.com or at www.buildingsmartsoftware.com

Use this handy shortcut to see years of Howard’s opinions and tips in this column and other
articles.
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Belimo Americas
33 Turner Rd.

 Danbury, CT 06810

(800) 543-9038
 marketing@us.belimo.com

 https://www.belimo.us

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Belimo is a global HVAC market leader in the development, production, and marketing of �eld device solutions for

controlling heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems. Actuators, control valves, and sensors make up the

company's core business.

**Product Categories**

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Actuators

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Sensors/Transmitters/Transducers

Meters, Flow, Water

Valves, 2, 3 & 4 Way

Valves, Balancing

Valves, Ball

Valves, Butter�y, Flanged, Brass or Bronze

Valves, Butter�y, Flanged, Iron

Valves, Butter�y, Flanged, Steel

Valves, Butter�y, Grooved Ends

Valves, Butter�y, Lug

Valves, Flow Control

Valves, Globe, Brass & Bronze

Valves, Globe, Iron Body

Valves, Mixing, Hot & Cold Water

Valves, Mixing, Steam & Water

Valves, Valve Operators

Valves, Zone Control
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KMC Controls
19476 Industrial Dr.

New Paris, IN 46553
 (574) 831-5250

 info@kmccontrols.com
 https://www.kmccontrols.com

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

BACK

KMC Controls® is an independent American manufacturer known for its customer focus and engineering genius. Their

product solutions for controlling HVAC systems increase operating ef�ciency, optimize energy usage, and improve IAQ.

BACnet digital controls, analog controls, pneumatic controls, sensors, meters, actuators, valves, and software make up

the company’s core business.

**Product Categories**

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Actuators

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Analog Controllers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Building Automation Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Digital Controllers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Drivers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Ethernet

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Network Diagnostic Equipment

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Pneumatic Controls, for HVAC Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Pneumatic Controls, for Refrigeration Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Routers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Sensors/Transmitters/Transducers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Software

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Thermostats

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Workstations

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Zone Controls

Energy Management Systems

Indoor Air Quality (IAQ), Air Cleaning System

Indoor Air Quality (IAQ), Duct Decontamination, Microbiological

Meters, Air Velocity

Meters, Volume, Air & Gas

Sensors, Electrical

Sensors, Leak

Sensors, Moisture

Sensors, Smoke

Software, Calculating Energy Consumption

Software, Data Acquisition

Software, HVAC/R

Software, Indoor Air Quality

Software, System Control & OptimizationValves, 2, 3 & 4 Way

Valves, Automatic Control

Valves, Automatic Shutoff with Manual Reset

Valves, Bypass

Valves, Digital

Variable Air Volume (VAV), Units, Variable Air Volume Control, for Air Conditioning
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LG Electronics USA Inc.
4300 N. Point Pkwy., Ste. 200

 Alpharetta, GA 30022
 https://www.lghvac.com

BACK
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**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

LG Air Conditioning Technologies is a leading manufacturer in the global air conditioning market with innovative

commercial and residential air conditioners and building management solutions. With a robust lineup of ducted and

duct-free products, LG enables customers to develop the solution that’s perfectly suited for their project.

**Product Categories**

Air Conditioners, AHUs

Air Conditioners, Duct split

Air Conditioners, Ductless split

Air Conditioners, Heat Pump

Air Conditioners, Portable

Boilers, Waste Heat Recovery

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Building Automation Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Cooling

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Heating

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Software

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Thermostats

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Zone Controls

Ductwork & Related, Anti-Corrosive Duct Coatings
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Thermo-Cycler Industries Inc.
111 Hamilton St. P.O. Box 22

 Union Mills, IN 46382
 (219) 767-2990

 sales@thermocycler.com

https://www.thermocycler.com

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Since 1984, Thermo-Cycler Industries has specialized in  energy ef�cient air turnover heating and ventilation systems

for industrial buildings and warehouses.  Equipment selections available in gas �red, oil �red, hot water, and steam from

200 Mbh to 2000 Mbh.

**Product Categories**

Heat Recovery Units

Heat Recovery Units, Air to Air, Rotary

Heat Recovery Units, Ventilators

Heaters, Indirect-Fired

Package Equipment Units, Makeup Air, Heating & Ventilating, Direct Fired

Package Equipment Units, Makeup Air, Heating & Ventilating, Indirect Fired

Ventilation/ Ventilators, Energy Recovery Ventilators

Ventilation/ Ventilators, Heat Recovery

Ventilation/ Ventilators, Unit, Mixing, Outdoor Air with Room Air
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